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Schreckengost earns
OVC lineman award

Alabama sets new record
for capturing CMA award

See story on page 10

Swann led local Chamber
support of Kentucky Dam
See story on page 2

See story on page 12
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News In Brief
Paducah DJ receives CMA award
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Disc jockeys from California,
Louisiana and Kentucky were chosen as the broadcast personalities of the year by the Country Music Association.
They are Deano Day of 1CLAC AM, Hollywood, Calif.; Lee
Shannon, KWKH AM,Shreveport, La., and Kent Crider, WKYQ,
Paducah, Ky. Day won the major market division, Shannon the
medium market and Crider the small market.
The three were honored Monday night during the 18th annual
CMA awards show broadcast live on CBS-TV.
The winners were chosen by a CMA panel on the basis of air
checks.

Three big Lotto winners identified
CHICAGO (AP) — A mail carrier, an electrician and a St.
Louis woman who quit her job to take care of her ailing mother
were three of the six winners who will share the $17 million Lotto_
jackpot, Lottery officials said.
Mail carrier Robert Schimek, 65, of River Forest; electrician
James Slazwitz, 52, of Yorkville; and Lynn Burke-Nester of St.
Louis presented their winning tickets to Lottery officials, claiming their portion of the prize.
State officials say their computers have identified three other
tickets with Saturday's winning numbers — 3, 7, 11, 30, 32, 36 —
but the winners have not stepped forward.
The winners each will receive $141,642 a year for 20 years, a
total of $2,832,840 each.

Mondale draws biggest crowd yet
CINCIN #TI, Ohio (AP) — Buoyed by good reviews of his
debate peIformance, Walter F. Mondale is hoping the biggest,
most frenetic crowds he has seen in months signal an upturn in
his political fortunes.
Everywhere he went on an intensive, 16-hour campaign day
through New York, Philadelphia and Ohio, Mondale ignited an
electric, spontaneous response less than 24 hours after the
90-minute debate in Louisville with Reagan.
Mondale was looking for more crowds today as he was campaigning in Cincinnati, Iietroit and Pittsburgh..
About 200,000 people lined Fifth Avenue in New York on Monday, and many shouted friendly greetings to Mondale as he walked by with his vice presidential running mate Geraldine A. Ferraro at his side.

Sheriff wants to keep still
PRINCETON, Ky. (API — Moonshine stills have become so
unusual in western Kentucky that Caldwell County Sheriff
Waylon Rogers wants to keep one he recently seized.
"It's kind of rare," Rogers said. "I'm asking the judge to let
me clean it up and keep it on display in my office."
Authorities say it was the first time in four years that an illegal
still was seized in western Kentucky.
We haven't busted a still in years," said Jim Canter of the
federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. "We've just
about gotten out of the business."
So have the moonshiners. County Jailer Charlie Ladd said
there is so little homemade whiskey available that what can be
found sells for $35 a gallon, compared to $8 when it was last
prevalent, in the 1960s.
Rogers said he stumbled upon the still last month while searching a farm for marijuana, the area's reigning favorite illegal
intoxicant.

Quake shakes Georgia, Tennessee
--An earthquake shook mobile
_ CHATTANOOGA, Tenn,(AP)
homes and broke dishes in northwest Georgia and southeast Tennessee today with tremors that lasted for about four minutes,
authorities said.
The earthquake, measuring 3.5 to 4.0 on the Richter scale,
"was probably felt by a lot of people," said Russell Propes, a
graduate researcher in the geophysics department at Georgia
Tech in Atlanta.
"It's one of the larger ones we've had in a while," he said.
The Richter scale measures the inherent strength of an earthquake. A magnitude of 2 is the smallest normally felt by humans,
while a quake registering 3.5 to 4.0 could cause slight to moderate
damage.
The U.S. Geological Survey in Washington, D.C.. measured the
tremor at 4.0 and said it was centered five miles south of Chattanooga, Tenn., near Ringgold, Ga.
The National Weather Service reported that the earthquake occurred around 7:53 a.m. EDT. Propes said the tremor lasted
about four minutes, even though it could be felt for only about 15
seconds.
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'Gloom and doom'era behind

Cable Commission sees new direction
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
It was a different kind of
meeting for the Murray Cable
Commission. The faces weren't
long, tales of customer complaints were at a minimum, and
there was no discussion of
litigation.
The commission's meeting
Monday night with new Murray
CabIevision Manager Vic Muller
was uncharacteristically
upbeat, following the months of
"gloom and doom," as one
member put it, surrounding the
city's suit against the American
Television and Communications
Corp. With the suit settled and
the arrival of a new manager,
the'commission resumed its
business with an enthusiastic examination of the cable system's
public access channels.
"What we've been dealing
with up to now hasn't won us
many friends, and it wasn't won
the cable company many friends
either," said commissioner
Marshall Jones. "This is a whole
new ballgame."
James Garrison, who was reelected commission chairman,
said the possibilities provided by
the public access channels are

almost unlimited. Notwithstanding the troubles that have
arisen since the signing of the
new cablevision contract, "We
knew pp front we had a winner
here with this local access programming," Garrison said.
Channel 34 is reserved for
local programming and will be
open to virtually any community
members or groups who propose
interesting programs, Muller
said. Murray Cablevision is constructing a studio in its Bel Air
Plaza office building, which
should be in operation no later
than Nov. 21, he said. The company will provide training in the
use of studio equipment, so that
"anyone off the street" will be
able to produce a show, he
added.
Muller said he envisions the
channel eventually feat/ring
eight to 12 hours per week of
regularly scheduled programs,
in addition to special programs.
The vital element of any program must be quality, he
stressed.
"We have to develop a quality
program about the city of Murray that's going to be of benefit
and interest to the people of
Murray," Muller told the corn-

mission. Without quality, he
said, "people will turn the channel off within 12 months. It will
be a useless channel because it
will have a bad reputation."
Alan Fowler, director of community programming, will work
with residents to help ensure
that quality, Muller added. In
the future the cable company
will offer at least four
workshops a year to educate the
public about television production, he said.
Muller said he has already
been approached by Hal Park,
director of the community
theatre, about producing a
children's program and a program on the arts in Murray. He
encouraged the commission to
be open to proposals for programs from the community and
to provide "moral support."
In addition to channel 34, the
cable system also provides six
other public access channels for
use by the city government, the
library, the Murray and
Calloway school systems, the
churches, and Murray State.
The commission heard
presentations by representatives of those groups about
how they plan to use their chan-

nels: Shirley Johnson from the
library, Jo Crass from toe city,
Doralyn Lanier from Murray
schools and Larry England from
Calloway schools.
Regarding. the religious at=
cess channel, commissioner
David Roos, pastor of the First
Christian Church, said he will
recommend ter? the Ministerial
Association that services .be
taped and edited for later broadcasts. That would ensure .equal
access and 'prevent competition
for live brordcasting, he said
Bill Parsons, chairman of-the
local access programming committee, said that committee will
meet with Muller and other
cablevision representatives to
formulate rules and regulations
for use of the local access channels. The cable commission will
then vote on the recommendations, he said.
In regard to complaints about
the cablevision company's billing system, Muller said problems have been caused by using a manual system. The office
is converting to a computerized
system, he said, and after about
another 45 days problems should
be minimal.

University
church also
plans move
The University Church of
Christ has made plans to secure
new property and relocate its
place of operation. The new site
will be at the intersection of U.S.
641 and the Kentucky 121 Bypass
where seven acres of land will
be used for the new construction. It is hoped that fall weather
may permit some preliminary
site preparation work, a
spokesman for the church noted.
Temporary plans call for ground
level entry tp auditorium
facilities seating approximately
600 and education facilities to
more adequately serve their Bible teaching program. Parking
space is anticipated to accommodate 400 automobiles.
The University Church of
Christ began at its present 15th
and Main Street location - in
September 1953 and has occupied its present building since
February 1956. The church also
operates the University Student
Center located at 14th and Olive
in Murray.
The purchase price of the property was reported to be approximately $175,000.
According to the spokesman,
the move to the new location will
allow the church to retain a keen
interest in the university community, while also allowing for
much greater visibility in the
community.

Three of the four candidates for the Murray School Board are pictured above with Superintend nt
Robert Glin Jeffrey (far right). From left they are, Mike Baker, Mary Ann Clark and John Weatherly.
The three candidates presented a brief biography of themselves, told why they are seeking the offiOe
and fielded several questions during the "meet the candidates" event at Murray High School Mond4
night. A fourth candidate, Dr. Robert Crouch, was unable to attend the forum due to a prior
commitment.

-Forum gives hopefuls time to talk
By KEVIN BOWDEN
- Staff Writer
At least three candidates for
positions on the Murray School
Board voiced their support of
higher teacher salaries through
increased taxes.
Support of higher salaries for
teachers was announced by the
three candidates — Mike Baker,
John Weatherly and Mary Ann
Clark — at an open forum Monday night in the Murray High
School Library. The hour-long
"meet the candidates" event
was attended by approximately
30 people.
Dr. Richard Crouch was

unable to attend the forum
because of a prior commit-Malt
to attend a medical seminar. He
did, however, submit a brief
tape recording of his regrets of
being unable to attend the event
and stressed his support of excellence in education and that he
felt the school district should
"unite."
Clark, Weatherly and Crouch
are running for two four-year
* board terms. Baker is running
for a two-year seat to fill the
unexpired term of former- board
Member Don Henry.
During the forum, the three
candidates supported a tax in-

,.._
crease to benefit teachers'
— the fact that
salarTes, eithig
Murray teachers received only a
2 percent increase.
"Our teachers' salaries are
too low," Clark explained in her
defrise of wanting to raise
taxes.
Those candidates who attended the forum opened the evening
with brief introductions and
biographies of themselves. Each
candidate was then asked to
field two questions: what the
role of a school board member
includes and where the Murray..
(Cont'd on page -2)

Senate candidates repeat campaign theme in debate
By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's
senatorial candidates continued their campaign charges in a televised debate with
U.S. Sen. Huddleston saying his Republican
opponent misrepresented his record and
Mitch McConnell criticizing Huddleston for
a milk cooperative "bailout."
During the candidates' first and only
debate, McConnell raised a new charge
that Huddleston tried to help Dairymen
Inc., one of Huddleston's campaign contributors, get a milk product included in the
Food for Peace program after the..product
failed on the American market.
McConnell said Huddleston's actions
were "clearly a bailout for the largest co-op
in the state," which had contributed $30,000
to Huddleston's campaigns and paid him at
least *it natil_weaking fees.
After the one-hour debate, broadcast
statewide Monday night on Kentucky
Educational Television, Huddleston said
there was "nothing wrong with helping
them promote a Kentucky product," adding that it was part of a pilot program. l!ijic•
Connell's statements were "ridiculous
distortions." he said.

tion of the Task Force on Missing and ExThe debate for the most part reflected the
ploited Children, which he said has become
candidates' campaigns thus far. McConnell
a model program.
attacked Huddleston's attendance and
Responding to questions, Huddleston
voting records and lack of leadership. Hudoutlined his positions on a variety of issues
dleston accused McConnell of
from the MX missile and the B-1 bomber to
misunderstanding the job of a senator and
aid to Central American nations.
misprepresenting Huddleston's positions.
About the federal deficit, Huddleston said
Each charged that the other was generalhas proposed the creation of a bipartisan
he
campaign.
negative
a
ly running
commission to address the problem
The candidates were questioned by a
McConnell, when pressed, said he would
panel of three journalists, David Nakdimen
begin cutting the federal budget by stricter
of WAVE-TV in Louiville, David Holwek of
cost controls on defense procurement
the Lexington Herald-Leader and Mike
practices.
Brown, chief of the Washington Bureau of
The Courier-Journal. Each candidate also
But McConpell also took the opportunity
was given some time for statements and
to cite what he....said were Huddleston's
rebuttal.
votes to create 116 new federal
The subject of campaign style was raised
bureaucracies and 44 votes to increase
by a questioner but continued throughout
taxes during 12 years in office. •
the debate.
"I don't think Dee Huddleston has any, _
McConnell, the Jefferson CountYludge?4.-ftconcern about deficits;" McConnell said,
executive, cuSiniterl the notion UV he-iiits
addingThe would "be willing to say no
run a campaign based entirely on criticism
occasionally."
of Huddleston.
Huddleston said McCorinell's mention of
"I question your premise that we have
procurement practices showed 'his oppo- •
exclusively attacked Senator Huddleston
nent's unfamiliarity with the workings of
record," McConnell said.
the federal government. Procurement is
McConnell said he has improved the Jefsimply the way the Pentagon buys
ferson County jail, kept taxes low in the
everything that it does, Huddleston said'
creaforefrcint
of
the
county and was at the
4

-
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Swann led the Chamber of Commerce
in support of Kentucky Dam 1934-38

44

Former Mayor Warren S. Swann

(The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is currently conducting a membership
drive. Helping establish Kentucky Dam in a
nearby area was one of the Chamber's most
noteworthy accomplishments in its early years.)
Fifty years ago in 1934, the newly organized
Murray Chamber of Commerce launched an allout drive to secure the Big Dam in the Lower
Tennessee Valley. A key man in this campaign
was Mayor Warren S. Swthui, president of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce and member of
the board of regents of Murray State.
Mr. Swann teamed up with President John W.
Carr on Aug. 4, 1934, to jointly hire L. J. Hortin to
help with the project. Hortin was head of journalism and debate coach at Murray State. He
was also head of publicity and correspondent for
Associated Press, Louisville Courier-Journal,

Paducah newspapers and sundry news outlets.
Hortin agreed to be secretary-manager of the
Chamber of Commerce on a part-time basis and
with an office downtown in the Sexton Building.
His joint salary for both jobs was $3,000 per year
- in those depression days, a sizable sum. It was
understood the downtown job would last until
"we get the dam."
Mr. Swann was also chairman of the board of
the Lower Tennessee Valley Association, and a
little later Hortin was named executive'
secretary-treasurer -4:rf this organization
(LTVA). It was•a non-salaried position, but he
could use the Chamber of Commerce office in a
dual capacity.
After 1928, people in the district were excited
about the prospect of a big power dam to be built
at Aurora Landing on the Tennessee River by
Southern Industries and Utilities. Murray and
Calloway had members in Aurora Dam Clubs, as
did two or three other counties. Also "dam" active in Murray were the _Young Business Men's
Club, Exchange Club, Rotary Club, the Murray
Ledger & Times, and the College News.
Then in 1933, May 18, the Tennessee Valley
Authority was authorized by Congress and President Roosevelt. The Lower Tennessee Valley
Association promptly changed its loyalty to the
TVA rather than to the private utility.
The LTVA had members in 40 counties of West
Kentucky, West Tennessee and Southern Illinois.
For four years the Murray Chamber of Commerce worked with the LTVA and with TVA and
related groups.
What did the Chamber and TVA do? They sent
and received hundreds of telegrams to and from
important personages in Knoxville and
WashInfdrm They orenared
dam 13et1tion of

AT&T ANNOUNCES PLANS TO
CHANGE RATES ON YOUR
INTERNATIONAL LONG DISTANCE CALLS
ATS1 has filed a plan with the Federal Communications
Commission to restructure rates for International Long Distance
Service. excluding Canada. Mexico, and Cuba. The restructure
will be effective in 45 days and will result in rate decreases and
increases that bring more closely in line the price of international
calls and the cost incurred for completing those calls. The purpose of the filing is to provide price incentives that will increase
• customer calling during oft-peak usage periods, thereby encouraging better utilization of international telephone network
capacity

HERE ARE THE PROPOSED CHANGES IN
INTERNATIONAL LONG DISTANCE SERVICE
•Establish 13 country specific rate schedules to be added to
world region specific rate schedules that already exist.
(At present, rate schedules are only world region specific).
•Eliminate one of the world region rate structures, reducing the
number from 9108
•introduce new off-peak, discount prices to selected countries
and regions.
•Revise the hours for peak and off-peak rates to selected
countries.

.. .

Proposed Rates and Schedules for Dialable Countries and Regions*

RegioniCoLintry

Rate Levels

Initial Period Rate
1 minute
3 minute
3 minute
Dial
Oper.Station Person

UNITED KINGDOM

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

S1.65
1 24
83

$5.10
. 5.10
5.10

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

193
1
ii

5.35
5.35
5.35

GERMANY (Fed Rep i

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

1 98
1 49
1.19

6.62
6.62
6.62

- 9.48
9.48
9_48
..
11 83
11.83
11.83

FRANCE

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

1 97
148
118

662
662
6.62

11.83
14.83
11.83

1_14
.86.
.68

M-F 7arn-1pm
. M-F 1pm-6pm,Sat & Sun lam-6pm
All days 6pm-7am

r TALY

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

196
1 47
118

6.62
6.62
6.62

11.83
11.83
11.83

1.17
.88
.70

M-F & Sun 7am-1pm
M-F & Sun 1pm-6pm Sat 7am-6pm
All days6pm-7am

EUROPE
(Continental, excluding
Germany. France. & Italy)

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

2.15
1 61
1.29

6.62
6.62
6 62

11 83
11_83
11.83

1.22
.92
.73

All days 7am-1pm
All days 1pm-6pm
All days 6pm-7am

JAPAN

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

3.49
2.62
2.09

8.87
8.87
8.87

11.83
11.83
11.83

1.52
1.14
-.91

M-F 2pm-8pm
M-F 8pm-2am, at & Sun 2pm-2am
All days 2am-2pm

,,
I IRELAND
I
'.

TAIWAN

,
I

CENTRAL AMERICA

STANDARD, , 2_30
DISCOUNT
1 73
ECONOMY
1.38

6,51
6.51
6.51

. COLOMBIA

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

2 60
1.95 '
1 56

8 87
8.87
8.87

. VENEZUELA

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

245
184
1.47

8.87.
887
8.87

; SOUTH AMERICA
(excluding Colombia &
Venezuela)

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

2 86
215
1 72

9 76
9_76
9.76

. ISRAEL

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

2 94
221
1.76

AUSTRALIA

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

PHILIPPINES

CARIBBEAN/ATLANTIC
1
,
1

PACIFIC

INDIAN OCEAN

,
,

AFRICA

. Days/Hours

$9.00
9.00
900 .

1.09
.82
.60

.M-F.7am-1pm
.
M-F 1pm-6pm; Sat & Sun 7am-6pm
All days 6pm-7am

116
.87
.70

M-F 7am-1pm
M-F 1pm-6prn, Sat & Sun 7am-6pm
All days 6pm-7am

. 1.16
87
.70

•

.

that time raised enough money to renovate and
add to the Murray Hosiery Wilding. The Murray
labor organization provided the work free of
charge to lay and coruitruct the foundation. It
was Murray's major factory in the depression.
Led by the Chamber and the Red Cross, the city of Murray played host to a trainload of
Paducah flood refugees in the big flood disaster
of 1937. The refugees were called "guests" by the
Chamber and this was noted by Time magazine.
The Ledger & Times printed a "special" sheet
with the names and addresses of all the "guests"
in Murray. The C. of C. prepared the list.
Cotton allotments for Calloway were raised
and freight rates were lowered with the aid of a
special attorney hired by the C. of C. Hortin was
privileged to throw the switch for the first
powder blast at,a limestone quarry sponsored by
the Chamber and agriculture leaders.
A sign said to be the "biggest in West Kentucky" was painted on the outside wall of the big
tobacco warehouse just east of the railroad. It
told everybody how close we were to the
"Gllbertsville" Dam. It was later named "Kentucky Dam." Improving roads and highways
was a constant problem.
Many of the Chamber members had previously contributed to the campus memorial to
Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of radio. Later
the Kentucky Legislature passed a resolution
recognizing him as the true inventor. The
manager of the Chamber continued to urge Murray to place a radio station at the site of Stubblefield's home, which he believes was the first
broadcasting station in the world.
Several projects became realities after the
dam was built. Murray became the first city in
Kentucky to have TVA electricity. kiortin continued to work with the TVA after his "term" of
four years with the Chamber of Commerce had
ended. He became secretary and George Hart
was president of the Public Power League,
which was organized to get TVA power into Kentucky law.
As a part of this expansion, Murray acquired
the properties of the Kentucky-Tennessee Light
and Power Co. Hortin was a member and
secretary of the first Murray Electric Plant
board. This board reported savings of one-half
million dollars in its first four years with an
earned surplus of more than $100,000.
Probably Hortin's last official act as managersecretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce
was to produce a special "Dam Edition" of the
Ledger & Times September 8, 1038, in commemoration of beginning actual construction of
the dam. Every firm or business contacted in
Murray took an ad in it.
Without persons like Warren Swann of Murray
and Luther Draffen of Calvert City, there would
be no Kentucky Dam, just three of four lowwater navigation dams. No Barkley Dam, no
Land Between the Lakes. And no millions of
tourists spending $50 to 8100 each, every day,
near Murray.

All days 7am-1pm
All days 1pm-6prn
All days 6pm-7am

- STANDARD
3 96
8.87
1.58
M-F 2pm-8pm
11.83
DISCOUNT
2.97
8.87
1.19
11.83
MLF 8pm-2am; Sat & Sun 2pm-2am •
1.1.83..
„.
.95.
..,.
All days 2arn-2pm •
-- - -' • • •
ECONOMY
,8.87......
..
,„..2
18
...
.
_
..
...-..-..
9 31
12 79
All days 2pm-8pm
STANDARD .
3 96
1.63
DISCOUNT
2.97
9.31
12.79
1.22 •
All days 8pm-2am
ECONOMY .
9.31
12 79
All days 2am-2pm
2.38
98

Rep pf KOREA

INDIA

..
Additional
minute

more than 25,000 signatures and delivered it to
President Roosevelt. It was undoubtedly the
largest petition ever conveyed to the White
House from the area. This "p2tition trip" to D.C.
was but one of several trips made to the nation's
capitol in favor of the dam.
The petition was publicized throughout the
area and it was used by U.S. Senator Barkley
before the Senate Appropriations Committee. It
was included in the official minutes of the committee and was quite effective.
News stories, photographs, "mats," editorials
and resolutions were prepared and distributed.
They were widely used. Meetings of the TVA and
other Chambers of Commerce were held in
Mayfield, Paducah,Paris, and Murray and other
cities,,Frequent conferences were held with Mr.
Swarm presiding at Murray and in neighboring
cities.
The largest crowd ever to assemble in the Murray State Auditorium (now Lovett Auditorium)
heard TVA Chairman A.E. Morgan in 1934 in a
speech on the prospects for the dam. One paper
reported.4,800 assemb1421 with all standing room
filled. Naturally the Murray Chamber of Commerce played a major role in promoting and
staging these public events. The next day Dr.
Morgan and district leaders took a barge trip on
the Tennessee River to visit prospective sites for
the big dam. Murray and TVA officials were
there, of course.
Local controversy centered on the dam site.
Coal, railroad and private utility interests were
opposed to the dam. Leaders for the dam included Congressman Voris Gregory and, later, his
brother Noble. U.S. Senators Barkley, Logan and
McKellar were stalwart in their support of the
dam.
TVA Chairman Morgan and Director David E.
Lilienthal became involved in a controversy over
policies, and President Roosevelt dismissed Dr.
Morgan for "contumacy."
Finally on April 28, 1938 Congress authorized
the beginning of actual construction of the Kentucky Dam at Gilbertsville. The Aurora site had
been abandoned. President Roosevelt signed the
bill that had been passed by a margin of only .
seven votes. Construction began July 1, 1938,
with a beginning authorization of $2,613,000. It
was completed Aug. 30, 1944, and it was
dedicated Oct. 10, 1945. Its estimated total cost
was something like $115,000,000.
Warren Swarm had died Jan. 16, 1937, and
didn't get to see the big dam authorized or constructed, but his name is listed with others of
LTVA on a beautiful TVA plaque and marker adjacent to the power house of Kentucky Dam.
Kentucky Dam was the big project of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, but there were other
achievemetitIrwt1 activities in the four-year
span, 1934-1938. The two hosiery mills of
Paducah and Benton were corrsolidated, and'
moved to the Murray Hosiery Mill. The Murray
Chamber of Commerce declared a two-hour
pause in business - from 10 to 12 noon - and in

1.06
.80
'.64

--Alf clays 8am-5pm
All days 5pm-11pm
All days 11pm-8am

11_83
11.83
11.83

1.22
.92
.73

All days 8pm-2pm
All days 2pm-12 midnight
All days 12 midnight-8am

12.85
12 85
12.85

,, 1.00
.75
.60

. Ali days 7am-1pm
All days 1pm-10prt
All days 10pm-7am

13.01
13.01
13.01

1 22
.92
.73

All days 7am-lpm
All days lpm-10pm
All days 10pm-7am

8.87
887
887

13.01
13.01
13.01

1.27
.95
.76

M-P 7am-4pm
M-F 4pm-lam; Sat & Sun 7am-lam
All days 1 am-7am

3 36
2 52
2 02

8.87
8 87
8.87

11.83
11 83
11_83

1.38
1.04
.83

M-F 2pm-8pm
M-F 8pm-2am,Sat & Sun 2pm-2am
. All days 2am-2pm

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

3.96
2.97
238

887
8.87
887

13.01
13.01
13.01

1.58
1.19
.95

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY
,.......
STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

1.58
1.19
95

5.92
5.92
5.92

8.96 •
8.96
8 96 .

1.05
79
.63

3.76
2_82
2.26

8 87
8.87
887

11.90
11.90
11 90

1.53
1.15
92

All days 5pm-12 midnight
All days 10am-5pm
Altdays 12 midnight-10am

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY,

5.15
4.38
386

13.01
1101._
'1301

14.66
14.66
14.66

2.1'4
1_82
1_61

All days 6pm-1am
All days lam-ham
All days llam-6pm

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

546
469
4.10

13.63
13.63
13.63

14.66
14 66
14.66

3.08
' 2.62
2.31

All days 6pm-lam
All days lam-ham
All days 11am-6pm

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

2.56
1.92
1 54

909
9.09
9.09

13.01
13.01
13.01

1 34
1.01
.80

9_76
9.76
.9.76

•

.

Only once a year do we have the opportunity to buy Whitney Spinet
pianos at a savings to us. We're passing along the savings to you.
HURRY! At these prices, supplies won't last!

All days 5pm-1am
All days 1am-10am
All days 10am-5pm
.

All days 7am-4pm
All days 4pm-10pni
All days 10pm-7am

All days 6ani-12 noon
All days 12 noon-5pm
All days 5pm-6am

All days 7am-4pm
All days 4pm-lam
. All days 1 am-7am
...- _ '
.
.
_
.
:For cointries that are not dialable. additignal minute rates are somewhat higher. For customers who do not have
International Dialing, the dial rate will apply when special operator assistance is not reqyred
.
NEAR EAST

STANDARD
DISCOUNT
ECONOMY

294
2.21
1.76

8.87
887
887

1301
13.01
13.01

127
.95
.76

OWN.
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by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

Reagan's plan
to end deficit
is a fantasy

University Church of Christ joins parade
oflocal congregations buying up property
Quite by coincidence, I'm sure,
but we've been seeing quite a spree
of property purchased of late by
some of our local churches with
long-range expansion plans in mind.
First, it was the folks at First Baptist who bought the property next to
the City Hall where the big fire
about this time a year ago wiped out
George Hedge's furniture business
and L.D. Miller's office building.
Then about three weeks ago, the
same congregation, fearful of being
hemmed in downtown, took a major
step,, toward purchasing the old
Taylor Motors building and its
related grounds at the corner of
out.ti 4th and Poplar Streets.
Next, came the Seventh and
Poplar Street Church of Christ people. They have a "gentleman's
agreement" with Dr. Hugh Houston
to buy the 20 acres across from the
Holiday Inn on 641 South and which,
until fire destroyed the stately honse
three years ago this coming
January, was his home place. He
now lives on Crestwood in the home
which used to belong to the late Nat
Ryan Hughes. If the deal
materializes, the Poplar Street
church will sell its downtown
facilities and build on the newlyacquired site.
Now, comes the folks at the
University Church of Christ out on
South 15th Street across from

At the height of the recession it looked like
President Reagan might be backing away from
supply-side economics, a program which had
managed to produce just the opposite of the high
growth,low unemployment and balanced budget
it was supposed to. But 'now the recession has
passed, and even though most economists are
warning it could be back again with a vengeance
if deficits and interest rates aren't cut, the president seems to have forgotten all about it.
With Walter Mondale campaigning on the need
to raise taxes in order to prevent skyhigh deficits
and interest rates from destroying economic
.growth, Mr. Reagan needed some rationale for
opposing tax increases so hehimself could campaign on an everything-is-hunky-dory platform.
And so he came up with supply-side economics
again.
His supply-side tax cuts worked, he now says.
That's why the federal deficit is lower this year
than was projected last year. (Never mind that
it's still higher than ever before in the history of
the nation.) The tax cuts did so much to promote
growth and employment, he says, that revenues
are rising despite lower tax rates. And one
needn't worry about future deficits; continued
growth will eliminate them without any need to
raise new taxes.
Unfortunately, this is no more true now than it
ever was. The first studies of the big Reagan tax
cut are now'coming in, and they show that, at
best, the stimulative effects of cutting taxes have
been felt only by the very richest 1 percent of the
population. These people did increase their earnings as their tax rates went down (although the
economists think this probably was not due to the
incentive effects of supply-side tax cuts so much
as it was to the extremely high interest rates the
rich have been earning lately on their investments, a part of the president's economic
package that has been good for them, but hardly
for the economy or the U.S. Treasury). As'a
result, the richest 1 percent did end up paying
more in total taxes than before.
But everyone else's incomes have been essentially unaffected by lower tax rates. And when
you think about it, that makes sense. It never did
seem too likely that the old tax rates were keeping ordinary workers from wanting to make
more money.
Nor have corporate investments, the studies
show, been much stimulated by low tax rates.
Rather, they've jumped recently because of the
investment backing created during the recession. What the new _tax breaks for investment
have done is kept the Treasury from benefiting
much when post-recession corporate profits
boomed. The evidence is pretty clear, as the
chief economist of Shearson Lehman summarizes. "You cannot through tax cuts create
enough growth to give enough revenue to pay for
the tax cuts."
Meanwhile, Mr. Reagan's own Office of
Management and Budget has come in with its
study of the 1984 fiscal year, which shows that
this year's lower-than-predicted deficit had virtually nothing to do with the growth of the
economy (which in turn seems to have had very
little to do with supply-side incentives). The
deficit this year is "only" $170 billion to $175
billon rather than the $200 billion predicted in
January 1983, because of the spending cuts and,
yes, tax increases imposed in the interim: What
made the difference, the OMB found, were Congress's substantial cuts in the defense budgets
Mr. Reagan asked for, the Social Security
reforms enacted last year and this year's deficitreduction package of tax and spending
measures.
Growth had litle to do with it, but at the White
House's request the OMB did include in its report
a "high-growth scenario" showing how the
deficitcould be brought down to $20 billion in 1989
without enacting any new taxes. What it would
take, the OMB found, is 5.5 percent annual
growth for the rest of the decade (a postwar
record which not even the most optimistic of the
president's advisers think is plausible), a 2 percent unemployment rate (which is probably
physically impossible), and a 5 percent interest
rate on Treasury bills by 1989.
That's what it would take to "grow" our way
out of a deficit problem that threatens in the
meantime to make economic growth a fond
memory. Yet that is apparently the president's
prescription. It's not a policy, it's a fantasy.

1,(77,
pvik

category. He says he doesn't expect
to win the race; he just wants to
finish, which,in itself, is quite an accomplishment for a fellow his age.
Mr. Denison has been honored
many times for being the oldest runner participating in such events, one
of the most recent being the "Hop
town Hustle" at Hopkinsville and
when he finished third in a
50-kilometer event in his 50-and-over
age group.
Saturday's Gold Run will start
from the Murray High School with
the runners participating in the
10-kilometer run,or the 6.2-mile one,
being the first to start. They'll go at
9 a.m., while the runners in the
5-kiloineter, or 3.1-mile, run, will
start at 10 a.m.
• • •
In a way, I'm like Paul Harvey,
the well-known radio newsman. I
also .get a kick out of unusual
bumper stickers. Two I saw the
Other day are on the car of Jim Rector, the sports editor at The Ledger
& Times. Jim enjoys playing rugby
which, just from looking at it, appears to be one of the roughest
sports there is.
The sticker on the front bumper of
Jim's car proclaims: "In Rugby
There Are No Winners; Only Survivors." The one on the back
bumper urges: "Give Blood! Play
Rugby!"

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray Electric System in
an effort to conserve electricity
during this period when TVA says
there is a shortage will begin cutting off some of the street lights in
the city.

DUNNO...
JUST CANTSEE
RESIPEttr..

The Murray Lions Club planned
the annual radio auction for Nov. 5,
6 and 7 at a meeting held last night.
Bill Furgerson, football coach at
Murray State University, was
speaker.
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by waiter r. mears

washington today

Mondale may have won on points,
but he missed the knockout punch
WASHINGTON (AP) — There he
went again, The Great Communicator at his craft. But this
time, President Reagan was matched against a tough and polished
rival.
For Walter F. Mondale, never
regarded as a master orator,
displayed his own skill as a communicator, in campaign debate
that ran overtime. He came on
strong, punching and counterpunching. Then, invited to offer a
summary denunciation of
Reagan's debate performance,

GeRliktF ITC
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ing her husband, Bill, and their
,23-year-old son, Randy, put up hay.
Randy was up on a truck and she
was helping hand the bales of Jap
hay up to him.
As she lifted one up, Randy yelled,"Mom,drop that quick! Drop it
quick!" She did, jumping back and
away from it several feet.
What Randy had spotted as she
lifted the bale was a snake dangling
some 18 inches, head down, out the
bottom of the bale. Her husband and
son then killed it with a log chain.
It was a full-grown copperhead. It
had been baled up with the hay, and
apparently was trying to wiggle its
way free when Mrs. Adams picked
up the bale.
"His head was away from me,"
she said,laughing at the experience,
"so I don't suppose I was in any
danger of being bitten, but I knew it
was a snake or something like that
when Randy yelled, I must have
jumped 10 feet. He sure was a pretty thing, though, that snake."
• • •
Among the runners in. MurrayCalloway County Hospital's first
Autumn Gold Run this coming
Saturday will be 0. Marvin Denison
of Cadiz.
Mr. Denison, who will be 79 years
of age on Dec. 8, plans to run in the
Gold Run's 5 kilometer, or 3.1 miles,
event in the 50 years of age and over
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Sparks Hall.
Just this past Saturday night,
these folks announced the decision
to purchase seven acres on the northwest corner of the intersection of
641 North and 121 North, also as the
site for a whole new,future complex
of buildings. They also hope to sell
their present 15th Street property.
Is it any wonder that reputable
citizens consistently are being attracted to Murray and Calloway
County because aof its churchoriented image. It's something of
which we all should be proud.
• •
One of the prettiest stretches of
fall color in our area,in my opinion,
is the stretch of olive Blvd. between
North 13th and North 14th Streets.
And, right now it is just beginning
to blaze forth in all its glory. I
wouldn't tarry much, though, if I
wanted to go by there and see all the
golden colors of the leaves, because
they are falling fast after the rains
of the past weekehd. I hope they will
stay around for another 10 days or
so and still be here for Homecoming.
• • •
One more snake story, and we'll
bed 'em down for the winter.
Last Thursday, Mrs. Janice
Adams, who lives two miles west of
Lynn Grove within a half-mile of the
Graves County line on U.S. 94, was
in a field just west of Tr -City help-

fUNNY l#001(1
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adroitly praising the president for
raising national morale.
For all that, in politics as in
sports, favored champions are not
dethroned on points. It takes a
knockout punch, and there were
none, from either corner, in the
Louisville debate.
Some of the Republicans who
called Reagan the debate victor
acknowledged it wasn't his best
night. "I think he seemed uncertain at times, but so did Mr. Mon-dale," said Sen. Paul Laxalt of
Nevada. Predictably, he said
Reagan did best. Just as predictably, Democrats said Mondale
had won. "We've got a new great
communicator," said Rep. Michael
Barnes, D-Md.
The debate fare was generally as
predictable as a Mondale or a
Reagan campaign speech. Mondale said Reagan wants to cut
Social Security and like programs;
Reagan called that outrageous and
said it isn't so. Reagan said Mondale peeks tax increases by habit;
the Democratic nominee- said the
'Oesident thinks he can curb
federal deficits by magic. Each
said he wants to keep religion nut as
noliticiv,each -accused the other
side of trying to put it there. But the glorified pane) programs
that pass'for presidential campaign debate never have been
forums for groundbreaking on the
Issues. They are, instead., occasions for summation and repetition
of well-rehearsed_ campaign

themes. That's valuable, as is the
opportunity to see rival candidates
handle themselves away from their
scripts.
Mondale critics — and some of
his friends — long ago marked him
down as a dull and listless orator.
He proved otherwise Sunday night
in Louisville. He will get a second,
and final opportunity in a foreign
policy debate with Reagan in Kansas City on Oct. 21.
The best-remembered line of
Reagan's debate against Carter in
1980 had nothing to do with issues.
It was the Reagan refrain to what
he said were Carter
misstatements: "There you go
again."
Reagan knows a good line when
he's said one.
So after Mondale talked about his
tax increase-deficit reduction plan,
the president looked over at his
challenger.
"You know I wasn't going to say
this at all," Reagan mita, "but I
can't help it. There you go again."
• Mondale was • waiting for that
one. He -said the last time Reagan
made the comment was In
response to Cartdeacitkiir_t he
wanted to cut Medicare Amin.
"What did you 410 right after the
election? You went out and tried to
,put Medicare," Mondale said.
Editors note .7 Walter R.. Mean/
is executive editor Abi The
Associated Press and his won the
Pulitzer Prize for his coverage of
Presidential campaigns.
•.

New officers of the Calloway
County Homemakers Council are
Mrs. Gary Key, president; Mrs.
N.P. Cavitt, vice president; Mrs.
Charles Dan Bazzell, secretarytreasurer. There are 24 clubs in
Calloway County, according to
Barletta Wrather, county agent In
home ecdnomics.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Wessel,
Sept. 29, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Johnson, Sept. 30, and a
boy to Dr. and Mrs. W. Robert Higgins, Oct. 7.
MiChelSon's Jewelers has opened
a new store in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center.
Twenty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis was
elected as president of the Kentucky Municipal League at a
meeting held at Louisville.
The Salem Baptist Church will
burn notes and dedicate the educational building during the morning
worship services on Oct. 11. The
Rev. William R. Whitlow of
Jackson, Tenn., will be the
speaker.
Perry Harrison has been notified
that his three-year-old Jersew cow,
"Our Farm Ginny," he sold in
September has been judged as
Grand Champion of Mid-South Fair
at Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson directed a
lesson on "Burlap Handbags" at a meeting of the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Lermans-Department Store held
its 45th anniversary dinner at the
Triangle Inn. Marjorie Crass is
store manager.
Thirty years ago
Robert 0. Miller has been appointed as chairman of the Boy
Scout Fund Drive for the Boy
Scouts of America by Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, state fund drive chairman.
Sgt. David Thompson is expected
to arrive home soon after serving
for the past 17 months in Korea.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a &UR
Mr.and Mrs.Kirby Bucy and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Wiggins..
Off.ist
. r.s of the Murraur
mintsiMM Association are the
Rev. Orval Austin, pastor of the
College Presbyterian Church, andthe Rev. J. HowarS.Nichols. pastor
of the First ChOitian Church.
•
Sen. John Sherman Cooper will
speak at the Calloway County
Courthouse at 2 p.m. on Oct. 12.

---
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MURRAY TODAY
Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital
Newborn admissions
for Monday. Oct. 1, at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital have
been re-leased as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Gupton,
parents, Sandy and
David, Rt. 1, Alma;
Baby Girl Palmer,
parents, Juidith and
Timothy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield;
Baby Boy McGloflin,
parents, Kathleen and
.Tony, Rt. 8';
Baby girl Zilafro,
parents, Cynthia and
Ronald, Rt. 5.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sondra J. Ferrell. 1300 Peggy Ann
Dr.; Ira Rudy Tripp,
1610 Sunset Dr.; Miss
Kim T. Lawrence and
baby boy, 1628 West

Main'
St.;
Joshua Clint Stone,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
Sharon Caldwell and
baby girl, Box 1453,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Alma A. Fortner, Rt. 1;
Mrs. Mary Boggess.
602 South 11th St.; Mrs.
Siddie Cohoon, 1800 College Farm Rd.: William
T. Majors, Rt. 1; Harry
T. Proctor I expired
1200 Doran Rd.
————

parents, Lisa and DarMiss Ashley Bruce,
rell, 1211 College Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Courts;
Yvonne Estelle Stark,
Baby Girl Frizzell, Rt. 1, Benton; Jean
parents, Karen and Green, 313 South 13th
Michael, Rt. 4, Benton.
St.;
Dismissals
Virgil Ford. Dexter;
Mrs. Joan B. Mitchell, Mrs. Elizabeth C.
Rt. 3, Hickman; Mrs. Puckett, Dexter; Mrs.
Syrener E. Love and Ethel Mitchuson, 727
baby girl, 714 Powell St., Riley Ct.; Miss Mary
Paris, Tenn.;
Jane Grogan, Hardin.
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Jo Burkeca, editor

Gibson-Go]burn wedding planned

Mr. and Mrs. George
Gibson of Union City,
Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Kenl
Lynne, to Steven Damon
Colburn of Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs Jewel Gibson
of Hickman, Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Dunn of
Union City and of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Six, Sr.,
Rho Chapter of Alpha ed for the celebration in- of Athens, Ohio.
Newborn admissions
and dismissals for Tues- Delta Kappa Interna- clude the following:
She attended the
day, Oct. 2, at the tional Educational
*A radio talk show on University of Tennessee
Murray-Calloway Coun- Fraternity began its WSJP on Oct. 8 featur- at Martin and will be atty Hospital have been celebration of ADK ing Marlene Beach and tending the Murrayreleased as follows:
Week on Saturday, Oct. Betty Ptiley;
Calloway County Voca6, with a coffee for all
Newborn admissions
*A presentation to tional School for her
Baby Girl Ray, women educators of the Pediatrics Ward of licensed practical
parents, Amanda and Murray and Calloway Murray-Calloway Coun- nurses training.
Coy, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
County School Systems. ty Hospital;
Mr. Coburn is the son
Baby Boy Dycus,
Other activities plann*Appreciation of Mr. and Mrs. Damon
presentations to all Coburn of Friendship,
Calloway County and Tenn. His grandparents
Mu.rray school are Mr. and Mrs. James
Coburn of Tigrett,
principals;
*Distribution of in- Tenn., the late Mrs.
STEVE MARTIN
formation about the Mary Coburn, and Mrs.
.ULY TOMUN PG
fraternity to all Murray Agnes Powell and the
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
and Calloway County late George Powell of
Ann Arbor, Mich.
teachers;
He attended Jackson
*Representation at
the State ADK Board State Community Colmeeting.
lege where he
graduated with honors
with an associate
degree in radiology. He
Keni Lynne Gibson and Steven Damon Colburn
is employed as a
cameral oantar 753-3314
radiologic 'technologist
The coilple will ex- at 7 p.m: at the Baptist
with the Murray A-11 friends, and
NEW YORK (AP) — Calloway County change their wedding Jemple in Union City, relatives are 'invited to
says
John Zaccaro
vows on Friday, Oct. 10, Tenn.
Hospitrl.
attend. •
.7:15, 11:10
there's probably a betTHE RIVER RAT (PG)
ter person than he to
*Tommy Lino i01141S
take over the Senate
Filmed In Wostorn Ky.
wives' unit of the Red
Cross — a traditional
700,1:05
duty of a vice presidenPreceptor Omicron
tial spouse.
Chapter
of Beta Sigma
wife,
But if his
MICHAEL LANDON
-Phi met on Thursday,
Democrat Geraldine
Sept. 20. at 7:30 p.m. at
Ferraro, becomes vice
FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1984
the Commerce Centre.
7:0t5 9 15
president, Zaccaro says
Barbara Chilcutt, proLIBRA
he'd like to sit in on
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
chairman for the
gram
et
meetings
as
(Sept.
23
to
Oct.
22)
Cabinet
To find out what the stars say, read
night, presented her
GAFri BUSEY
You're filled with ideas now and
Carter
did
Rosalynn
sign.
the
forecast
given
for
your
birth
EP/GASSY PICTURES
E=3
program on "Acconvincing in argument, but a low-key
during her husband's
ARMS
cessories For The
approach is best in creating harmony
administration.
chestnut st. 753-3314
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Home."
with loved ones.
(Cont'd on page 5)
A concert or other entertainment is
The president, BarSCORPIO
just what you need to put you in touch
bara Williams, opened
COE
(Oct.23to Nov. 21)
with yourself. Clarify joint aims with
the business meeting
Use time by yourself conpartners.
structively. Begin a creative project,
with members
TAURUS
repeating the opening
catch up on reading, or write letters.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
A hunch is workable careerwise.
ritual.
Meditation improves powers of conRowena Emerson,
SAGITTARIUS centration. You're quite efficient in
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
secretary, called the
dealing with work interests today.
Scintillating conversation with
roll with nine members
Strike while the iron is hot.
friends and enchanting romance compresent.
GEMINI
bine to make this a pleasurable day.
Mrs. Williams,
it*
(May 21 to June 20)
Your popularity is rising.
hostess, served
admire
Someone whose mind you
CAPLUCORN .
refreshments during the
appeals to you romantically. It's
(Dec. 22to Jan. 19)
social hour.
smooth sailing in love, but you could
Schedule important business
Also present were
overdo after dark.
meetings. It's the perfect time to preBrenda Estes, Mary
CANCER
sent new ideas. In the evening, home
Graves, Vicky Holton,
(June 21 to July 22)
life is preferable to dating.
Lois Ruiz, Joyce
Your ability to put two and two
AQUARIUS
Thomas and Glenda
together is an asset on the job.
elk
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Wilson.
Domestic decisions are also favored
Dealings with lawyers, teachers
Members repeated
low. Enjoy family life.
and agents are favored today. A
the closing ritual and
LEO
friend's thoughtfulness touches you.
Mizpah.
;July 23to Aug. 22)
Don't burn the midnight oil.
Start the day off on the right foot by
PISCES
war
making those important phone calls
odor
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
Don't put things off. Evening proves
You'll reach agreement with a close
relaxing.
tie about the use of joint funds. You'll
VIRGO
make progress towards the realizaJewelle Walston
sit
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
tion of career goals.
presented the lesson on
Bookkeeping and detailed work are
YOU BORN TODAY are indepen"Revitalizing Your
favored. Avoid stubbornness after
dent, yet sympathetic and
Wardrobe" at. the
dark. You needn't press so hard to
cooperative. You're able to do your
September meeting of
make your point.
own thing without arousing emnity.
the Dexter
Homemakers Club held
at the Dexter Community Center.
The president, Irene
Mitchuson, presided.
Plans were made to
quilt a -quilt for the
gospel singing and supper the club will have in
October. Proceeds will
and
3
P.M.
Beginning immediately Between 9 A.M.
go to the Lions Club
For 5 Years Old And Under.
Telethon.
Maud Woodall gave
All Classes Will Be Small To Allow individual instruction
the de'votiOn. Reports
by
were given by Elizabeth
636 sal/ cup in white and betge. Also available in underteire. style •n4 7.
Puckett.
Other members present were May Denny,
Charlene Tyler, June
7 Years Experience. Previously An .S.U. Cheerleader- Pritchett
and 011ie
And Now M.S.U. Cheerleader Coach
Colson.
A potluck lunch was
served.
The next meeting will
be on Thursday, Oct. 1.1,
at 9:30 a.m. at the
center.

Chapter plans events

John Zaccaro
11111 Participate

CHERI 3

•
Mrs. Chilcutt
gives program

Your Individual
Horoscope

SAM'S

\5

Frances Drake

& DOKr.

.410.1002.

[
THE BEAR

416

from Playtex

Dexter Club
hears lesson

GYMNASTIC DAY
CLASSES

*Unlined bras uniquely
designed to help prevent
show-through and projection.

Don Wright

Call Now For Information 753-6111
After 2:00 P.M.

Patent Pending

Special Introductory Offer
Every Tuesday
0
(rigular sugg. retail)
Limi!ed time offer

TACO TUESDAY.
Tacos $1 1192 Crispy

099•' Good

All Day

No Coupons
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The Ham Yellow Store
Murray Kentucky

Across from MSU Stadium
Open 10 A.M. Dolly
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conversing in English and
Spanish. Curro is doing fine with
his studies. Joan, owner of Kut
and Kurl, is even enjoying cooking for one more.
One of his main objectives for
his year here in Calloway County is to improve his English.
Curro's brother is also an exchange student with AISE and
he is living in Mississippi.
Going to school at Calloway
This attractive Spaniard will
County High where boys and be in Calloway County until June
girls are both attending is a 1. Then he and,the other AISE
wonderful experience for Curro, people will tour the United
as he has always attended a States.
private boys school in
Besides the fun of attending
Barcelona, Spain, where his ball games and visiting with new
father is an architect.
friends, Curro is finding time to
Dr. Janet McGuire, the jog a couple of miles a day.
American Intercultural Student
Adjustment to the United
Exchange Representative, States and Calloway County has
made all of the arrangements.
come easy for this exchange stuClint, a rural mail carrier, has dent. The Colsons and their
been studying Spanish for over a house guest are having a
year, and he and Curro enjoy wonderful learning exrter,ence.

2)+11

Most couples have a long time
to get used to the idea of enlarging their family — Joan and
Clint Colson just jumped in one
day, and, voila', they have a
15%-year-old-boy, and they
couldn't be happier.
Francesco GarciaValdecasas, better-known as
Curro, of Barcelona, Spain, arrived in August in Murray, and
is living with Clint and Joan on
their 100-acre farm at Rt. 1,
Kirksey.

DATEBOOK
Reading group will meet

Club to hear Mrs. Hodges

The Murray Area Council International
Reading Association will meet Wednesday. Oct.
10, at 4:30 p.m. in Room 341, Special Education
Building, Murray State University. Francie
Vanarsdel will present the program on
"Montessori School Program." Visitors and
guests are welcome. Any person who would like
to join may join the local, state and/or International. Persons may attend a meeting or contact
the Division of Reading, MSU, 762-2448.

The Welcome Wagon Club will hear Mrs. Helen
Hodges, guest speaker, at the meeting on Thursday: Oct.•11, at 7:30 p.m. at the Commerce Centre. All members and guests are invited to attend. The Squar-A-Naders with Sid Jobs, Sr., as
caller presented a square dance program for the
club at the September meeting.

Free tests will be given
Free blood pressUre tests for senior citizens
will be given Wednesday, Oct. 10,from 11 a.m.,to
-2 p.m., according to Annette Burham, Hazel
Senior Citizens director. Lunch will be served at
noon at the center which will be open from 10
a.m. to_ 2 p.m.

Events to be Saturday
A Ham and Bean Supper and Country Store
will be held at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Saturday, Oct. 13, from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
A freewill offering will be received for the supper. The public is invited to come to enjoy a 'good
meal and buy crafts, etc., from the Country
Store, a church spokesman said.

Choral concert tonight
The concert of the First District Choral
Festival will be held tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. in the ballroom of Curris Center, Murray
State University. David Meloan of Owensboro
will be the guest conductor. Students from
Calloway County High School with Lavaughn
Wells as director will be among the schools from
this district featured-in the concert. This is open
to the public.

La Leche group will meet
"Nutrition and Weaning" wijl be the topic of
discussion at the meeting of the tibLeche League
to be held Thursday, Oct. 11, at 2203 Quail Creek
Rd., Murray. The discussion will start at 7 p.m.
followed by a social at8 p.m. Pregnant and nursing mothers are invited to attend and nurslings
are also welcome. The league's local representative can be reached at 753-8771 for meeting information or for help with breastfeeding
concerns.

Tennis play Thursday
Group'A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, Oct. 11, at 9 a.m. at the
club courts. Andrea HogEuicamp will be a
substitute. The lineup is as follows: Court One —
Sharon Brown,Peggy Billington, Carol Boaz and
Jeanetta Williams; Court Two — Joni Billington,
Rainey Apperson, Brenda Marquardt and Lois
Keller; Court Three — Shirley Homra, Patsy
Oakley, Nancy Whitmer and Georgianna Moffitt.

Show and sale planned
The Fourth Semi-Annual Antique Show and
Sale, With McGuire Promotions as host, will be
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 13 and 14, at the Executive Inn Convention Center, Paducah. The
show will begin at 11 a.m. each day and will
feature 75 dealers from a five state area. Exhibits 'will include furniture, Americana, art
glass, quilts, dolls and collectibles.

Theatre plans reception
The Murray-Calloway Community Theatre
will kick off its fall 1984-85 season with a reception by invitation on Wednesday, Oct. 10, at 7
p.m. at the depot, Playhouse in the MurrayCalloway County Park. Hors d'oeuvres will be
serired from 7 to 8 p.m. Guests will be invited to
watch the final dress rehearsal for the production,"Bus Stop," to open on Thursday, Oct. 11, at
8 p.m. at the Playhouse. All 1983-84 season ticket
holders and contributors are invited.

Women hear
ministers
The First United
Methodist Church
a
Women he
dialogue on the
ecumenical efforts of
churches in the country.
Dr. David C. Roos,
pastor of First Christian
Church, and Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., pastor
of First United
Methodist Church,
presented the dialogue.
After a brief history
on the ecumenical efforts of the Consultation
on Church Union by Dr.
Roos, Dr. Mischke joined in and they fielded
questions from the audience concernin
ecumenticity in general.
"It was a fine experience for the group to
participate with such
knowledgeable
theologians in our community on such a subject and increased
understanding of the
beliefs of others," said
Joyce Fortin, president
of the First United
Methodist Church
Women.
The women are contining each week to
work on items for the
upcoming bazaar to be
held at the church.

Tobn
(Coet'A..'"Aillfortge 4) .
"1 think I would insist
on being there, just as
long as they don't throw
me milt," said Zaccaro,
ISA, in an interview
published in the
NovemAtte fame of Redbook lagazble.

Gergen will lecture
David Gergen, a communications director for
three White House administrations, will lecture
at 8 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 11, in the ballroom of
Curris Center, Murray State University. He was
a media spokesman for Presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan. He recently
left the Reagan Administration and is writing
and lecturing about his experiences. His appearance will be sponsored by the University
Center Board.

Ti kzed;
a.

Brown performs at 1,mco1n Center
Dr. Stephen Brown,
pianist and member of
the music faculty at
Murray State University, recently performed
in a recital in the Bruno
Walter Auditorium at
Lincoln Center in New
York City.
He and Dr. Dinos Constantinides, professor of
composition and violin
at Louisiana State
University, presented a
violin-piano -duo.
Following the appearance at Lincoln
Center, they presented
violin-piano duo performances at several locations in Louisiana — in
Baton Rouge for the
Baton Rouge Symphony
Association, at Northwestern University in
Natchitoches, at
Southeastern University
in Hammond and at
Louisiana College in
Pineville.
Brown, an assistant
professor who joined the
Murray State faculty in
1982, has performed ex-
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Fall pecials,.

One Rock Ladies

Sportswear and
50 to 75% on
Dresses

Is Now

Top records
are released
Best-selling records of
the week of Oct. 7, based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1. "Let'b Go Crazy,"
&Prince and the
Revolution *
2. "Missing You,
John Waite
3. "I Just Called To
Say I Love You, Stevie
Wonder
4. "Drive," The Cars
5. "She Bop," Cyndi
Lauper
6. "What's Love Got
To Do With It," Tina
Turner
7. "Hard Habit To
Break," Chicago
8. -The Warrior,"
Scandal
9. "The Glamorous
Life," Sheila E.
1(). "Cruel Summer,"
Bananarama

'Pt!'

'

20%

OPEN SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00
Bel Air Center
Hwy. 641 South

gannes Fine Arts & . .
5
i
i
Custom Framing
100 South 13th St.
{Around The Corner From The Dairy Queent
Oct. Etal

thru 13th

Custom Framing Sale

Off
07
70
25 Framing

Custom

Avoid The Christmas Hush
Prints By Paul Sawyier, Charles
Frace, Windburg, and others.
Prints From $1.00 and up
.
Hrs. 10-4 Mon.-Fri. 10-12 Sat.

Beauty Shops Who Employ
NHCA Members:
Aleta's Beauty Salon
489-2401
Aleta Beane - Owner
Northside Beauty Salon
759-1242
Fran Birdsong - Owner

Leta's Beauty Salon
753-8282
Leta Taylor - Owner
Vicki Nance - Owner
Debbie Griffin
Mary Bogard
Charlotte Provine

Ezell's Beauty School
753-4723
Kay Dalton-Owner, Instr.
Estelle Ezell
Mary Roberts
Wanda Brown

Jeans.. Values to

19.99 Sale $500
One Group Boys 8 Girls

Winter Jackets ...1 /2Price
All Boys 8 Girls

Jogging Shoes
20%

Off

Western Boots.. 1 /2 Price

Judy & Shere'ft.
753-5902
Judy Curd-. Owner
Shere Parker - Owner
Rosetta Burkeen
Valerie Foster
Cindy Vance Gary Murdock

Murray Beauty Salon
753-3142
Katherine Lax - Owner
Iva Carson
Wanda Nolin

Fantastic Sam's
753-0542
Yvonne & Tommy Key
- Owners Pam Huddle
Patty Knott

on

Girls

By Wrangler, Kids and
Stacey Adams
Men's

vatorio di San Pietro a
Maiella in Naples, Italy,
Yale University and the
D.M.A. degree in piano
performance at Ohio
State University.
He wrote an article in
1983 titled "Checklist for
Memory" that was
published in Clavier
magazine.
Constantinides is a
recipient of nine ASCAP
Standard Composition
Awards. His compositions are recorded by
Orion Master Recordings and Crest
Records. He is concertmaster of the Baton
Rouge Symphony.

For Your Shopping Convenience
•
re 1
11 111 IIS

Ladies Steel Toe

Work Shoes

Mass., and the
American Institute of
Musical Studies in Graz,
Austria.
Brown has also traveled extensively as a
judge for the National
Guild of Piano
Teachers. He judged
piano performances in
the Washington, D.C.,
area and at Carnegie
Hall in New York City
this summer.
A native of
Massachusetts who
teaches piano, orian
and counterpoint at
Murray State, Brown
earned degrees at Tufts
University, the Conser-

tensively in the U.S. and
Europe.. He has
presented recitals
throughout New
England and in New
York. Ohio, Pennsylvania, Louisiana,
Tennessee and Kentucky and has appeared
frequently on radio and
television as a solo
pianist and
accompanist.
His experience as a
performer also includes
numerous summer
festivals such as the
Sarasota t Fla. i Music
Festival, the Berkshire
Music Center at
Tanglewood in Lenox,

Kingswood Salon
753-5587
Freda Steely

Save $5.00 On Ladies
Dresses Jr., Misses 8 Half Sizes
•
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Judith's Beauty Salon
489-2826
Judith Darnell Owner

Reflections Beauty
Salon
753-6435
Mary Ann McCuiston
Owner

The Beauty Box
753-7132
Faye Hurt - Owner
Sharon Kelso - Owner
Diane Butler

OPt
OCTOBER 7-13 IS NATIONAL
COSMETOLOGY WEEK

Kut 'N Kurl
753-1682
Joan Colson
Kathy Ligon

Nabonal Hairdressers
and Cosmetokxjists
Association
NeltOnal Higircicesigwil and Cosmetologsalt Assoc utter%

Roffler's of Murray
753-8909
Jessie Morganti

Headquarters Salon
753-2266
Laura McConnell

Hilltop Beauty Salon
753-5105
Charlotte Grogan
- Owner

Patty Ann's
753-3191
Jean Woods - Owner

Debbie & Carol's Salon
753-5540
Debbie Shapla - Owner
Carol Hill - Owner

Wanda's Beauty Salon
759-4989
Wanda Futrell - Owner

Men's
74,4

Dress Shoes and
Dress Boots

1/2 Price

B Fortune-8 Dou las
Onto Ytyle Of Menr411frangler

Jeans

Tina'& Company
753-9847
Tine Olson - Owner

Peg. 18.99 Sale

1105

SETTLE-WQR10/11 N
TME STREET MOM THE.044 vf MY'MAY WHIR
YOUR BUSINESS5ALWAYS APPItECIATED
iBICC.rAik
'WV%
.44'3'1

Evelyn's'beauty Salon
753.4584
Jean Bird
Evelyn Tucker - Owner

•'Members at large
Janice Hays •
Edith Sledd .
Jo Dortch
ellenda McNutt

•

.M.11•00•1110Elle.

g•er*PWRIgo

•

-Nationa; Beauty Supply
1504757
Roger Randolph.- Owner

•
PAGE•
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. The 8-12 deficiency may occur
because yeti lack an intrinsic factor in
the stomach that is necessary to
absorb 8-12 from the digestive
system. If you can't absorb it, the B12 in your diet won't do you any good.
That is also the reason why 8-12 is
given as a shot, rather than a pill. If
you swallowed the medicine, you
might not absorb it.

DR.LAMB

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of Oct. 7 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
I. "Everyday," The
Oak Ridge Boys
2. "Uncle Pen," Ricky
Skaggs
3. "To Me." Barbara
Mandrel! and Lee
Greenwood
4, "If You're Gonna
Play In Texas,"
Alabama
5. "I Don't Know A
Thing About Love ,''
Conway Twitty
6. "The Lady Takes
The Cowboy
Everytime," Larry
Gatlin and the Gatlin
Brothers
7. "City Of New
Orleans," Willie Nelson
8. "I Could Use
Another You,l' Eddy
Raven
•

Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Shots are best
in B-12 shortage
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I have been
advised to get B-12 shots on a monthly basis. The shots are given in the hip
or thigh. Why can't they be given in
the shoulder muscle? Why not an oral
tablet or capsule? Why take 8-12 at
all? Does a sore mouth indicate a
need for B-12? As time passes, will
the need for shots increase or
decrease?
DEAR READER — The only good
reason for 8-12 shots is because of a
vitamin B-12 deficiency, which can
lead to pernicious anemia. And yes,
that can cause a sore mouth. You can
have a 13-12 deficiency even if you get
an adequate amount of 8-12 in your
diet. Vegetarians often do not get
enough B-12.

the nervous system and can lead to
permanent damage of spinal-nerve
tracts that are important in walking.
So ask your doctor about your status
and understand it, but don't fail to follow his advice if you need 8-12 shots.

Tuesday, Oct.9
Center Stables, Murray
State University.
————
Murray Country Club
will have its annual
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house.
————
Board of Directors of
the Murtay-Calloway
County Community
Theatre will meet at 7
p.m. at the Century 21
Real Estate Office
Annex.
————
Murray Branch of

PLANNING MEETING — Betty Lowry of the
Murray Woman's Club has announced final
plans for the meeting of the First District of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs to be
held Thursday, Oct. 11, at the Murray Woman's
Club House, 704 Vine St. Mrs. Lowry, general
chairman, said registration will be from 9 to 10
a.m. Mrs. Don Brock of Murray, first district
governor, said Mrs. Richard ReWy,state ILFWC
president, will be the guest speaker. Entertainment will be by the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theater with Hal Park as director.
Lunch will be served.

Convert your
fireplace into
an efficient
woodbm-ning
heater!

Tuesday, Oct.9
AAUW will meet at 7
p.m. in the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
————
Annual Quad-State
,String -Festival will
close with a concert at 7
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
Murray
- Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall:
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's
Club House.
————
Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m.
————
First District Choral
Festival Concert will be
at 6:30 p.m. in ballroom
of Curris Center, Murray State University.
————
Wednesday,Oct. 10
Murray Area Council,
International Reading
Association will meet at
4:30 p.m. in Room 341,
Special Education
Building, Murray State
University. For information call 762-2446.
————
Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Community

Wednesday,Oct. 10
Center.
————
Murray -Ca 1 loway
Community Theatre
will kick off its fall
season with a reception
by invitation at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.
— ——
P A 15 D Regional
Tourism Workshop Will
be at noon at Murray
State University.
'
————
"Invasion of the Body
Snatchers" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 208, Faculty Hall,
Murray State University as part of International Film Festival.
————
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Pacers with Terri
Bryant at 9:30 a.m.;
Harris Grove at Ellis
Center and Pottertown
at Holiday Inn, both at
10 a.m.; South Pleasant
Grove at 1:30 p.m. at
Golden Corral; New
Concord, place not
announced.
————
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will be bridge at 9:30
a.m. and luncheon at
noon.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet as follows: Hannah with Vickie Baker
and Wesleyan with Marjorie Crass, both at 7
p.m.; Ruth Wilson with
Dortha Jones at 7:30
p.m.
————
Chester Zimmer will
show colored slides of
Mexoco Visit at 8:30
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
————
Session meeting of
First Presbyterian
Church will meet at 7:30

Wednesday, Oct. 10
p.m. at the church.
————
Hazel and - Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:40 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
— ——
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and
Two's at 9:30 a.m.;
Story Hours at 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Dr. Walter Smith,
assistant professor of
art history, will present
a free slide lecture at 8
p.m. in Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Baccalaureate exhibition of sculpture, painting and drawing by
Raymbnd Graf will be
on display at Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University through Oct.
21.
————
Fourth annual Mr.
MSU Contest, sponsored
by Delta Omega
Chapter of Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority,
will be at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State University. Proceeds will go to
the Arthritis Research
Fund.

SALE PLANNED — The Calloway County Public Library will have a "Used and Antique Book and Magazine Sale" on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 12
and 13, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the meeting room of the library. Old books
will sell for various reasonable prices and magazines at 10 cents each. The
event will be sponsored by the Library Volunteers. Volunteers Betty Echols
and Elaine Johnson are pictured here preparing the books for the sale.

•Precautipnsfor coming
Halloween
are listed

Field's

Wieners

Pork
Ribs

Double beds make for romantic marriages;
but separate bank accounts may be needed

she and her daughter
were omitted from his
life insurance in favor of
Double beds make for his first
wife and family.
romantic marriages,
There's the successful
but separate bank accomputer programmer.
counts make sense.
In these days of wo:rk- married to a divorced
ing women and multiple man, who discovered
marriages, according to that her income meant
an article in the October increased payments to
issue of Baran'', it is his first, nonworking
more important than wife.
ever that a woman proOr the wife who worktect her financial future ed fulltime to send his
with a prenuptial agree- kids to college — only to
ment or marriage be left without a roof
contract.
over her head when she
"If marriage con- and her husband
Thursday,Oct. 11
Dexter Homemakers tracts are a good idea divorced.
Marriage contracts or
Club will meet at 9:30 for first wives, they are
almost a necessity for prenuptial agreements
a.m. at Dexter Center.
second wives;" says lessen the threat of
-First District of Ken- Glynnis Walker, author unpleasant surprises as
tucky Federation of of "Second Wife, Second a couple finds out about
Women's Clubs will Best?" "It lets a second each other's financial
wife know just what she affairs.
(Cont'd on page 9)
• is getting into."
"Women should
U.S. Census Bureau definitely get prenuptial
statistics show that one counseling," says
out of, every two Jeanette Lofas, the
American marriages author of "Living in
ends in divorce; the Step" and president of
average U.S. marriage Step-Family Founda14 Pound Box
lasts only seven years, tion Inc. "Marriage is
and 40 percent of all the only license you can
of 1000. Pure
remarriages end in get without knciwing
divorce.
anything.
The article recounts
"A lot Of women come
Quarter Pound Potties
some second marriage. hepe and don't know
financial disasters:
anything about discreThere's the woman tionary income or finan946
$
who learns, when her cial management, and
husband dies after eight they've hurt their
years of marriage, that children because
Erwin

lb.

$ 1 69

By Harper's Bazaar
A Hearst magazine

lb. $ 1 69

Ground Beef

Smoked
Sausage

Frosty Acres
20 Lb. Box

Baby
Limas

$1899

they've given up
alimony to remarry.
They need to know that
lawyers will tell them
one thing, and what they
get is actually another.
They also have to get off
the idea of Daddy taking
care of them. It doesn't
take the love away to be
smart."
"We're the bad guys,"
Lofas says. "We say,
this is part of your deal
with us, this is what you'
need to be-doing. Then it
takes it off their hands,
and no one has to feel,
'How can you be so
unromantic?"
But the outcome can
be unromantic — she
says 25 percent of her
clients decide not to
marry after all.
Divorce lawyer
Dorothy Phillips, with
an affluent Philadelphia
clientele, emphasized
the need for women to
establish a secure'
economic base.
"It's mind-boggling
what must be covered in
prenuptial agreements
these days," she told
Bazaar. "But people
feel comfortable when
they've entered into
something very fair. If
you can, lay it all out in
a short concise agreement: This is mine. This
is yours. This will be
ours. That's fair."

NOW OPEN
The Classic Touch

1 89
lb.

eir

Find Your Special Choice Of
Bridal Gowns Here Among
Our Beautiful Collection.

Choice Sides of Beef $ 1 29
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

*Bridal Gowns — Alfred Angelo
*Formals, Bridesmaids, Mother of Bride
— David Morrii Barbara Dance. Lady
Gin-El
*Formal, StrArt Length — Act I

IN.

•Moliday, Children's Dritses

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

111. LISTED

'tMWARMFil

SFItItIRM

P6RDOMS
INC.

,202 S. 5th

NEW YORK (API — Halloween, a centuriesold custom of carefree fun and fantasy, has
become an observance that stresses caution,
notes Alexandra Eames, representative of a
firm that produces Halloween makeup kits. .
"There are Six basic precautions to take to
make sure we have a happy Halloween," says
Ms. Eames, spokeswoman for PAAS:
An adult should accompany children going
trick-or-,treating and they should go only to,
homes of people that you know. .
hypoallergenic malceup instead of
masks, which can obstruct'vision.
...Put reflecting tape on costumes, and carry a
flashlight.
.-Make sure the costumes and goody bags
won't trip trick-or-treaters.
...Give and accept only storewrapped goods as
treats.
,--Leave and return home from trick-ortreating before dark, if at all possible.

WE SELL ONLY THE BEST

Small Lean Meaty

With the flames visible through attractively etched
glass doors, an Ashley Fireplace Insert gives you the
romantic appeal of a traditional hearth with the ef
fiCiency of a circulating heater! Two sizes fit most
fireplaces, with no flue connectors, pipes or special
tools needed for installation.
• Built-in, thermostatically controlled blower
system for efficient heat distribution.
•Rugged cast iron 4St. steel plate construction
•Heavy duty built-in damper
• Also available with decorative solid cast-iron

4 Stik4 •

DEAR DR. LAMB — My son takes
vitamin C tablets daily. He eats weltbalanced meals. We would like to
know if these vitamin C tablets are
The hip and thigh are often used for beneficial in any way in the *event
such injections because. they are.such that he catches a cold. Will they prelarge muscles. A shot in the arm mus- vent colds?
cle might make your arm sore, but
you can try it if you want to do so.
DEAR READER — After all the
The frequency and amount of 8-12 research has been reviewed about
is decided on the basis of your vitamin C and colds, most reputable
response. If your blood-forming scientists find that additional vitamin:
response is not good enough, the C, above your recommended daily
frequency of B-12 may be dietary allowances (RDA), does not
amount
mere
sually, a person with per- prevent colds. Colds are caused by a
nicious
ia has fo continue to take variety of viruses and are contagious
B-12 shots loelife at some specified' diseases. The best way to prevent
colds is to avoid exposure to people
frequency and amount.
with colds.
I have explained all of this in The
There is some evidence that larger
Health 'Letter, Special Report 15,
Vitamin B-12 and Folic Acid Defi- doses of vitamin C may decrease the
ciency Anemias, which I am sending symptoms of a cold to some extent or
you. Others who want this issue can may shorten the duration of sympsend 75 cents with a long, stamped, toms, perhaps by a day or two, but
self-addressed envelope for it to me even this point is argued. If you get
in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box plenty of fresh fruit, particularly cit1551, Radio City Station, New York, rus fruit on a daily basis, it will do
about all you that vitamin C could do
NY 10019.
A B-12 deficiency does more than in terms of colds.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.)
just cause anemia. It can also affect

Corning community events
Tuesday, Oct.9
Skating party for
Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller,. Skating of
Murray.
————
Group III of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
home of Mrs. Doug
Vander Molen.
————
Comedian Tom Parks
will present a free performance for the public
at 8 p.m. in Curris

"-Ad*
4

753-4872

TIBSONHAM CO.-

We Accept
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1601
Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

by Sweet 4

jp

*Comm union Dresses

The Classic Touch
224 North
7th
lylayfield, Ky.- 247-0182
Hours: Tues. thru Sat. 10:00 to 5:00
Or By Appointment

t/t
hi' 11P

414,

ok I
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Proper humidity is important to health
By ANDY LAING
AP Newsfeatures
Too much humidity in
a home causes
numerous problems, the
most troublesome being
condensation, but in at
least one respect too little humidity can be even
more serious.
That's because your
health can be involved.
When the relative
humidity inside your
house is low, you may be
subject to a sore throat,
dry skin, infected nasal
passages, colds and a
constant feeling that
you are chilly even
though the temperature
is in the 70s. These
ailments or feelings are
seldom attributed to the
lack of sufficient
humidity, even though
the public is more
aware of the cause than
it was 20 or 30 years ago.
Just as the dry atmosphere pulls the
moisture out of your
body, so does it takes
the moisture out of your
furniture and furnishings. Joints loosen,
doors warp, wooden
panels shrink and
various other afflictions
overtake the possessions in your house. A
sure sign that your

home is too dry is when
you walk across a rug,
touch the knob of a radio
4 or television set and get
static electricity shock.
Relative humidity is
the expression by
percentage of the
amount of moisture actually in the air compared to the amount of
moisture which air at
that temperature could
hold. If, for example, air
has half as much
moisture as it could hold
at a certain
temperature, the
relative humidity is 50
percent. Change the
temperature even a bit
and you also change the
humidity, since warm
air can hold much more
moisture than cold air.
When the relative
humidity inside your
home is from 10 to 15
percent or even lower,
it's actually drier than
the Sahara Desert or
Death Valley!
The plants in your
house also are affected
by the humidity. When it
is too dry, evaporation
from the leaves of the
plants increases until
the roots cannot take up
'water from the soil as
rapidly as it is
evaporated. Under such

conditions, no amount of
watering will answer
the problem and the
plants will wilt and die.
Obviously, the way to
handle a too-dry situation is to add some
moisture to the home.
But to do this and
achieve the desired
result, it is necessary
that we keep' adding
moisture, not merely
give the house a single
application. This can be
done by providing a
means for the moisture
to be introduced into the
house at a single point.
Humidity differs from
heat in one very important aspect. Heat does
not travel readily, but
humidity does. If there
is moisture in one part
of a room, it will almost
immediately travel
throughout the house
without any mechanical
transmission. Whereas,
if you build a fire in a
fireplace on one side of a
room, that part of the
room will get warm
without affecting the
other side of the room
and the rest of the
house. But, even though
humidity will amove
quickly to other parts of
the house, it has to be
replaced because of the

surprising fact that the goes on when the air in
entire air in the house is the room becomes too
replaced by outside air dry and requires
on an average of once or moisture to bring it to
twice an hour, even in a an acceptable level.
fairly "tight" structure. When there is sufficient
To supply moisture to moisture present, thethe house, humidifiers machine turns itself off.
The subject of humidiare available. /those on
the market generally ty is rather complex.
operate on one of three Many factors affect the
methods to evaporate situation, some of which
moisture. One is via are the number of perheating. As water is sons in the house, how
heated, it can be boiled much moisture their livoff into the air in the ing habits generate and
form of steam. A second the previously mentionis surface evaporation, ed "tightness" of the
depending on the house. There is some
natural tendency of dry disagreement on the
air to pick up moisture humidity percentage
from a wet surface. The suitable for the average
third is,via atomization. house: but it's
In this method, water is somewhere between 35
literally shattered into and 50 percent. .
particles of vapor size
(Do-it-yourselfers will
mechanically and is find much helpful data
thrown into the air in Andy Lang's handwhere it remains in book, "Practical Home
suspension.
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending
All methods of $1.50 to this newspaper
humidifying can be con- at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
trolled, so that the unit 07666.)

selection and use.
The panel suggested
consumers should also
weigh warranty information while considering other factors such as
price, size and features
when shopping for new
appliances. Though
manufacturers are not
required to provide warranties, a federal law
specifies that they must
provid information on
their warranty policies
on every product that
costs more than $15.
Retailers are obligated
to make this information available to consinners at the point of
purchase.
Full warranties offer
more protection than
limited warranties,
since they require the
warrantor to remedy a
problem in a reasonable
time and without change
or to replace the product
as long as the warranty
is in effect. A limited
warranty is restricted
solely to what is outlined
in the terms of the
warranty.
Once you've gotten an
appliance home, you
should take the time to
put it through all its
paces, testing all the
features and controls.
Warranties are based on
time, not usage, and
flaws discovered after
the warranty has lapsed
are not covered. If,
however, you've had a
problem with the appliance under warranty
and it reoccurs, many
companies will consider
repairing the problem.
Since receipts
documenting service
calls serve as proof of a
problem, consumers
should be sure to obtain
and keep service
receipts, even when
there is if charge for
the call or repair.
Consumers who have
trouble with a major appliance should follow a
four-step procedure to
have the problem
resolved. The first step
is to read the use and
care book to be sure you
are operating the appliance correctly.
Next, contact the'local
dealer or service agency authorized to repair

FLOOR

PL AN

SECOND .Ft0OR ,
1 -,

AN

THE COLONIAL EXTERIOR OF THIS HOUSE has an interesting play of one- and two-story wings which visually gives an
impression of larger size. Inside: the living room features exposed
beams and glass doors to a covered porch. Plan HA1280H has
1,147 square feet on the first floor and 850 on the second. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
— to Homes for Living 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y
11375.
The first drive-in
automobile service station was opened in Pittsburgh in 1913 by Gulf
Refining Co.

Pressure_ Tteated
1"x6"x12'
Reg. $2.00

Save 254 Ea.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Q: — We will soon be
in need of a new roof on
our 24-year-Old house. I
would like to tackle the
job myself, since I am
fairly handy at most dothe appliance. If this is it-yourself projects.
not effective, contact However, I have never
the manufacturer, done any roof work and
whose name and ad- do not know if I have the
dress is furnished in the skill to take on a reroofuse and care booklet. If ing job. Can you give me
you are still not some advice?
satisfied, write the MaA: — Yes. From the
jor Appliance Consumer wording of your letter,
Action Panel at 20 North part of which had to be
Wacker Drive, Chicago, left out because of space
IL 60606.
reasons, it is a fairly
MACAP will forward good guess that you
your complaint directly should not do the job
to the manufacturer for yourself. If you were
a last consideration. If asking whether you
you aren't satisfied, should do almost .any
MACAP will review the other do-it-yourself profacts and make a ject, the answer prospecific recommend: - bably would be in the aftion. Manufacturers are firmative as long as you
not obligated to follow were aware that the
the panel's advice, but trial might cost you
according to a represen- some time and effort if
tive, Ms. Fetterman, in things did not work proapproximately 98 per- perly. But there is an
cent of the cases, they added and important
do.
consideration. In this
Consumers who write case, the factor of safety
to MA-CAP should in- is involved. In order to
clude the following in- do a reroofing job, you
formation to have their should be physically fit,
complaint processed able to move aboot on a
quickly:
roof easily and know
—Your name, address which steps to take to
and daytime phone avoid danger. All this in
number.
addition to a knowledge
—The type of ap- of how to install the
pliance, brand and shingles and ttie skill to
model number.
—The name, address
and phone number of
the dealer or service,
agency involved.
— Copies of any letters
you have written or
received about your
complaint.
— A clear description
of the problem and what
resolution you are
seeking.

Panel handles complaints
about appliance problems
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
You've had the appliance for two years
and it has been nothing
but trouble. It's been
fixed several times
under warranty, but
now the warranty has
expired and its broken
again.
Before replacing it or
running up a big repair
bill, consider another
option: appealing to the
Major Appliance Consumer Action Panel.
MACAP is sponsored
by, but independent
from the Association of
Home Appliance
Manufacturers, the Gas
Appliances Manufacturers Association and
the National Retail Merchants Association. Its
primary purpose is to
review consumer complaints which have not
been resolved at the
retail, installer or
manufacturer level and
to recommend a fair
resolution of the
dispute. Since 1968, the
volunteer panel has
reviewed 35,780 consumes complaints,
resolving about 80 percent of them, often in
. the consumer's favor.
MACAP processes
complaints about al)
types of major appliances, rncluding
clothes washers and
dryers, dehumidifiers,
dishwashers,food waste
disposers, refrigerators
and freezers, conventional stoves and ovens
and microwaves, room
air conditioners, trash
compactors and water
heaters.
Normally the panel
meets in closed session
from six to eight times a
year at MACAP's
Chicago headquarters.
But recently the panel
took its show on the road
to New York, where an
open session was held to
acquaint county extension agents with its
work.
At the open meeting,
Dr. Elsie Fetterman,
chairman of the panel
and a consumer education specialist, and
other panel members offered some general
gultlelines on appliance

FIRST

the various
necessary chores. Even
if you are convinced you
can handle the job, try
some lesser roof project
first to see what it's like
before you tackle an-entire reroofing task. For
the moment, therefore,
the advice is not to do it,
but that's because there
is no way of knowing
from here what your
physical capabilities
are.
Q: — We have an old
brick house and want to
paint it to give it a better
appearance. Can we use
latex paint over it?
A: — Generally, it is
better than oil-based
paint because the alkali
in the brick mortar
sometimes attacks oil
paint. Before putting on
the paint, go over the
walls 'carefully and be
sure the mortar between the joints is in
good shape. Replace
that which is beginnign
to crumble, even a bit.
You can buy and use the
mortar which comes
already mixed and requires only the addition
of water to make it
workable. Because
brick is porous and absorbent, you are likely
to need two coats.
Q: — I have an old
bureau I would like to
refinish. It has very old
varnish on it. If I decide
to put lacquer on it, will
perform

I have to remove thY
varnish first? The-finish
is still in good condition.
It's just that it is dirty
and kind of messy
looking.
A: — No,you can't apply lacquer over varnish
without the danger of lifting the old finish._
What's going on lately?
Quite a few letters have
come in asking similar
questions, whereas
years ago nobody except professionals
seemed very much interested in lacquer. In
any case, have you tried
giving the old finish a
good cleansing? Rub it
with denatured alcohol
or one of the specially
made furniture
cleaners. The finish
may only be dirty and
look quite attractive
when the dirt and grime
have been removed.
(The techniques of using varnish, lacquer,
shellac, stain, bleach,
remover, etc., are
detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P. 0. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743,. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the
column.)

1"x8"x6'
Reg. $1.40
Special
$ 1 20

Asphalt
Roof & Metal
Paint
$095
5 Gal.

Wet/Dry
Cement
$995
5 Gal.

Rickman
Norsworthy
Lumber Co. Inc.
500 South 4th St.

753-6450

Think Ahead!

Make her Christmas
Special with a
Tappan Microwave Oven!

TOOL VALUE
OF THE MONTH

Save now on Moore's
very best quality
latex interior
paint.1
FREE

Full Size
Model 56-4274
Tap 'N Touch

Multi-Purpose
Nest at Saws
Wood cuttffig metil cutting
fletai-ouluose Nades to
.into handle
915975

Special Features:
Tap 'N Touch® panel
controls. Defrost with
automatic hold, 34 hr.
timer
Automatic
capability, lighted
digital readout.

711 RoIg Pan
Set
With.2
•

ougarrmrstainto

STEELE &
ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

753-5341

Beautiful, lasting velvety
flat finish for wa1ls &
ceilings.
Large selection of decorator.
and custom caors.
STANDARD COLORS.

IAlVireA
1210 W. Main Murray
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Cosmetologists, hairstylists
are in spotlight this week

Vicki Nance, NHCA president, and Debbie Griffin, NHCA
historian watch as Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis signs a pro-

clamation declaring National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association Week.

The week of Oct. 7-13 for disabled persons.
has been designated Na- They will be providing
tional Cosmetology expert "Ask Us" advice
Week by the in the areas of hair and
52,000-member National skin care.
Hairdressers and
Creating public
Cosmetologists awareness of the many
Association.
important functions perDuring the week, formed by the
cosmetology and cosmetologist is a
hairstyling salons primary objective of
across the nation will be National Cosmetolo
gy
observing the week by Week. NHCA-member
conducting "Ask Us" salon owners and
activities that en- cosmetologists will be
courage public available for programs
awareness of the many and presentations with
services that are local groups or aspociaavailable for men, tions during the week.
women and children in Among popular events
today's NHCA-member featured are fashion
full service salons.
presentations for the
During the week, .male and female
cosmetologists add highlighted by Fallhairstylists will be Winter hair fashions
holding informational and designer apparel,
activities and presents- slide -presentations,
-lions about contem., Flairfashion Model of
porary hairstyling and the Year contests, radio
other developments in and television programs
the cosmetology in- and other special
dustry. In addition, they events.
will be raising funds to.
Some NHCA affiliates
support the associaton's will be working closely
nationwide Disaster with local chapters of
Fund.
the Girl Scouts of
In connection with Na- America. The Girl
tional Cosmetology Scouts will have the opWeek, some NHCA af- portunity to attend Carfiliates will donate their reer Days programs in
services to hospitals, which careers in nursing homes, cosmetology will be
rehabilitation centers, discussed. Girl Scout
senior citizen groups, groups will also parand other institutions ticipate
in tours of local

ftA1DNJ
OCT 7-13

$20 Perms, Now $14
$25 _Perms, Now $18

HU

HE
•

603 So. 4th
THE HAIR HUT Murray's Newest Hair Fa.shim, Shrry
/

e

0)1,1

306 N. 4th, Murray

t

ts

753-4723

Notional Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
Association

Kutin Kur1

National Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
Association

National Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
0 Association

753-5902

Open Tuesday
•Appoint
ments thru Saturday

hainutters.

'San?"

Suntana 10 Visits For $35
Through
Sun Booth
Octobor
Ron Moon
Vicki noodles
Tommy
Houchin
Oily.

Lunacy

753-2709

We've got a perm just made for hair that's on the run. A Reilken perm con
take you from aerobics in the morning through a day at the office and an
evening out. It gives you soft curls and waves, body, movement, shine and
real staying power. And to keep your hair beautiful even in fog or rain.
Redken perms also contain a special moisture-controlling ingredient.
So see us today. For hair you flaunt - anytime, anywhere.
(502) 753-0882
#2 Dixieland Center
Salon Prescription Center
Co-owners:
Renee Konnody
Dinah Hook

Stylists:
Danny Hutson
Diana Adams

WE SUPPORT QUALITY HAIRDRESSING
BY WHATEVER NAME —
BARBERS AND COSMETOLOGISTS
ARE FOLLY THE'SAME!
11,44,*

715 S. 12th

753-2511

The original family

-Fareastte

caREDKEN

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
{
Notional Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
Association

nod and Operated
by
`Nonni" May

Tool

Open 6 days a week
5 Experienced Operators
206 S.6th
753-3191

Manicure, Hot wax,
or drop in's.

Because Your
Time.Is Valuable
Wp Sprite 7"....By Appointment
753-2266

Patty Ann's
Beauty Salon

Complete family hair care.

"All the Latest Styles
to Choose From"
Mon.-Sot.8 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-1682
National Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
Association

Phyllis McClure, Owner & Operator

EVELY/I'S BEAUTY SALON

Southside Shopping Center
Murray

MURRAY
Olymptc Plaza
Murray. KY 42071
/ (502) 753-0542

Phyllis' Beauty Shop

Shere d

Bel Air Center

PADUCAH

-4-21 North at Coldwater
489-2697

753-8282

JuIy

NHCA-member
salons display the
NHCA symbol, which
depicts the male,
female and child clients
on their doors and win-.
dows to communicate
their professionalism
and high standards.

2608 Park Avenue
Paducah. KY 42001
(502) 442-4386

Special Thru Oct.

BEAUTY
SALON
National Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
Association
.

1600 Dodson Ave.

EZELL
BEAUTY SCHOOL

The Disaster Fund
was established in 1955
after floods had severely _damaged salons in
Pennsylvania and New
Jersey. The fund has
since been in continual
existence and has
rallied to the aid of
cosmetologists victimized by natural disasters
across the country.
Financial aid from the
fund has helped victims
of disasters repair their
buildings and replace
damaged equipment to,...
help the salon return to
normal working conditions as soon as
possible.

ASK US
WHAT'S
NEW FOR
YOU

CDSAETDz
WEEK
T

cosmetology salons.
In addition to aiding
the disabled and
educating Girl Scouts
and other members of
the general community,
National Cosmetology
Week helps build the
NHCA Disaster Fund,
which has been
designated as the official charity for fundraising events held during the week.

Head Quarters
THE Family Hair Care Center

Epo

•Laura McConnell
*Anna MacAdoo
*Libby Vasseur
•Pat Muter
44.°
'Bob Stegner
— Owner
National Hairdresser
and Cosmetologists
Association

For Our
Discriminating
Pations We je
Provide Quality
Service In A
Relaxing Private
Atmosphere

•
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OBITUARIES

Proclamation, Conservation
Week, signed, Judge Weaks,.

Mrs. Orr, 99,
Mrs. Suiter's Nolen Ray
rites planned dies Sunday dies; funeral
Services for Mrs. Lola
The funeral for Nolen Wednesday
Suiter will be Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home.The
Rev. Darrell Ramsey
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Schroader
Cemetery.
Friends may call
after 1:30 p.m. Wednesday at the funeral home.
Mrs. Sinter, 87, Murray, died Monday at
6:45 a.m. at the Riverfront Terrace Health
Care Facilities,
Padueah. Her husband,
Tebe Sutter, died Jan.
14, 1982.
Born July 20, 1897, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Jim Lew Donelson
and Nancy Ellen
Fulcher Donelson.
She is survived by one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Bill
Camp, Murray; one
stepson, CaIlle Suiter,
Jackson. Mich.; several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Nance's
rites Monday
Final rites for Mrs.
Virginia Cayce Nance
were Monday at 2 p.m.
in the chapeldf the Max
ChUrchill Funeral'
Home. The Rev. Leon
Penick officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Active pallbeareis
were Dan Cayce,
Preston Cayce, Chris
Cayce, John Cayce, Ed
Radford and J.W. Major, all nephews.
Honorary pallbearers
were Frank Montgomery, James Patterson, Darrel Mitchell,
Charles Montgomery
and Herman Lovins.
Burial was in the Mu,r,.
ray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Nance, 84, died
Thursday. Her husband,
Tom Nance, and one
daughter, Mrs. John
Jordan, are among the
survivors.

New Concord
man arrested
by officers
A New Concord man
was arrested late Monday night for illegally
transporting alcohol for
the purpose of sale, according to the Calloway
County Sheriff's
Department.
George C. Cain, 45,
was pulled over during a
routine stop on Ky. 444
approximately four
miles east of New Concord. After a routine
search of his station
wagon a total of 238 cans
of-beer were discovered
and confiscated.
Cain was also cited for
having expired insurance and driving
without an operator's
license, according to the
sheriff's department.
The arrest was made
Monday at midnight.
Cain is currently being held in the Calloway
County Jail and is expected to go before a
judge on the three
charges this week.

Market listed
Ire4era14tele Marker News Serirke
. October 11, ION
Kestfacky Purchase Ares Nag Markel
Report Include* 11 Buying SWAN=
Secedoes: Act. NS Est. us Damen
•Gins .11 lower Sews elesily So 1.118
lower
US 14 11•4611 lbs.
1101.1•44411
1001140 411.1111
US I 01•4111 De.
1141.11•43.111
10411.111-GLINI
US I 21•11111 as.
1142.41141.1111
US 14 IMMO lb..
Saws
111111.11041.01
US 14 17041111.1bs.
US 14 300-4/111 Ds.
Sk.1111411.01
seals DAN
US 14 SWIM lbs.
11111.0141411
US 14 MAIO lbs.
$41.4*-43.01
US S-1 SWAN lbs.
1SS.S11.14.111
Bean $11111111

The American armies
of General Montiomery
and Benedict Arnold
assembled at Point Aux
Trembles in 1775 for the
assault on Quebec.
'

KIK

STUMP REMOVAL

•1toops /to
tem e r,n.s.
grot.oel
/n 74 bolo. 1he
4119
•35 4343 tl• 4111
P.1 CooN./.1
W. Now Noul
s

Ray was Monday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. John
Kachelman and Jimmy
Roberts officiated.
Active pallbearers
were Gene Baldwin,
Clyde Dick, Ed Gough,
Milton R,oherer, Vance
Clemmons and Carltoar
Gargus.
Honorary pallbearers
were Neal Pryor, Bill
Vaughan, J.W.
Reynolds, Murrell Fitzgerald and Allen
Padgett.
Burial was in the
Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Ray, 72, Rt. 1,
Melber, died Sunday at
1 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired
employee of the Merit
Clothing Company and a
member of the Northside Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Mildred Ray;
one daughter, Mrs. Ann
Mason, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
one son, Billy Ray,Rt. 1,
Melber; two brothers.
0.8. Ray, -Murray, and
Buren Ray, Hickory;
four grandchildren,
James Mason, Jeffrey
Mason, Steven Ray and
Kelly Sears.

Mrs. Henry's
rites today
Services for Mrs.
Ruth Grogan West
Henry are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. Bill Hart Is
officiating and also singing a solo. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist.
Pallbearers are Paul
Grogan, Buddy White,
Rob Erwin, Jerry
Henry, Ted Prince, Bill
Hargis and Paul
Grogan, Jr.
Burial will follow in
the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Henry, 90, died
Monday at the West
View Nursing Home.
. She is survived by
three sisters, four
brothers, one stepdaughter, one stepson,
six stepgrandchildren
and 15 stepgreatgrandchildren.
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Mrs. Fannie Belle
Orr, 99, of Hazel died
Monday at 1:25 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

In a proclamation signed into effect earlier this
month.'JudgeExecutive George H.
Weaks officially proclaimed the week of Oct.
7-12 as Conservation
Week in Calloway
County.
Special emphasis is being placed on birds of
prey and the bald eagle
population, locally. It is
the first such declaration signed into effect by
a joint resolution of Congress and the president,
Calloway County Taxidermist Paul Black
pointed out.
"We are encouraging
everyone in Callow*
County to observe and

•

Her first husband,
Quitman Webb. died
Oct. 24, 1908. Her second
husband, Jim Orr, died
Jan. 8, 1957.
She was a member of
the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
Born Nov. 16, 1884, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Brooks Dunn and
Sophrona Shrader
Dunn.
Mrs. Orr was residing
with her daughter, Mrs.
Jennie Paschall of
Hazel who survives
along with one son.
Shannon Webb, Detroit,
Mich.
Also surviving are
five granddaughters,
Mrs. Frank •( Billie )
Turner, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Glen (June)
Crawford, Lynn Grove,
Miss Patsy Paschall,
Hazel, Mrs. Floyd
(Joan) Lux, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Nancy
Koch, Pennsylvania;
S even greatgrandchildren ; two
great -greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Paul
McAdoo and the Rev.
James Garland will officiate. Music will be by
the Church Choir.
Active pallbearers
will be Paul Dunn,
Holland Webb, Bill
Phillips, Harry Allison,
Tom Clendenin and
Tony Turner..
Honorary pallbearers
will be Otho Clark, Raymond Story, Dan Dunn,
Bill Jones, Leon
Phillips, Bill Wrather.
Otto Erwin, J.V. Hill
and R L. Cooper.
Burial will follow in
the church cemetery
with arrangements by
the Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel where
friends may call after 4
p.m. today (Tuesday).

For all your TroVel Reservotions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing

American and International Traveltime

Events...
Calloway County Judge Executive George H. Weeks signs into effect a proclamation honoring birds of prey during the week of Oct. 7-13. Judge Weeks
is flanked on the left by local taxidermist Paul Black and on the right by Jim
Feltner, principal of East Elementary School. Black, Feltner and sixth.
grade students at the school will tour the Woodland Nature Center at TVA
this week in observance of the nationally recognized week.
ed for students in the school
district — on education first, and
secondarily on extracurricular
activities such as sports and
band.
To other questions, candidates
took stands on several other
issues- including consolidating
the county and city schools.
All three were strongly
against merger. Weatherly supported formation of a long-range
,planning ccimmittee to study the
possible future need to
consolidate.
Candidates also said they need
to further study issues such as
how a state-mandated discipline
code would affect Murray, and
the state legislature's recent approval of mandatory
kindergarten. The issue of
where and if budget cuts could
be made was also put before the
candidates, but citing lack of
knowledge about the school
district's finances, none of them
offered an answer.

• MEA forum...
(Cont'd from page 1)
L - school system should place its
emphasis.
In explaining a school board
member's role. Baker said it
was "to study as much about
'problems and any situation that
• faces our schools and hopefully
be able to work between the
teachers and adminiStration.and
solve those problems."
"I believe the role is aS a
liaison between the teachers and
administration, without interfering with the day-to-day
running of the school system,"
Weatherly said. Clark agreed with those
statements, adding she • felt a
school board's role is "purely
advisory."
All three candidates voicedsimilar approval of where the
major emphasis should be plac-

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
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He has several easy to understand IRA plans
to meet your Retirement IncOme nee&
Just, call or visit.-
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Everything
In The Store
On Sale
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
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To get your FREE IRACALC and deiermine hm/
much you can expect your Retirement Savings
to be, simply see

Alco- holics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have a closed
meting at 8 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Benton. ,For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7664.
————
"The Innocents" will
be shown at 2 p.m. in
Room 204, Faculty Hall,
Murray State University, as part of International Film Festival.
————
•
La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. at 2203
Quail Creek Rd., Murray. For information
call 753-8771.
———
"Bus Stop" will be
presented at 8 p.m. by
Community Theatre in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
50 will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray lodge hall.
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Jerrie°
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

TOTAL INVESTMENT OF $411,000
AT IIIETINEMEKT IS: S172,011.011
REQUESTED BY: R.(RANDALL)SALADIN

Methodist Church.

meet at 9 a.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club
House.
————
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Commerce Centre.
————
David Gergen, a communications director for
three White House administrations, will lecture at 8 p.m. in
ballroom, Curris
Center, Murray State
University. There is no
admission charge.
— -- —
Two one-act plays,
"Chamber Music" and
"Lone Star," will be
presented at 7 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Four-H Flyers
Vaulting Club will meet
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at
Summeset Farms, Old
Salem Rd. For information call 753-8573 or
1-354-8795.
————
The Single Connection
wilt meet at 7 p.m. on
Third Floor, Education
Building, First United

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

picking the best plan
for me was easy at
,
Edward D. Jones & Co.'
MARY IIMM4
sPROJECTED IIENEFTTS FROM INVESTING
$2,000.00 PER YEAR FOR 20 YEARS 04 AN IRA ACCOUNT
YIELDING 12% WIT/I EDWARD D. JONES COMPANY

Thursday,Oct. 11

Thursday, Oct. 11

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

RACALC
EDWARD D. JONES COMPANY 10/05/54 13:29
PROJECTION OF IRA BENEFITS

(Cont'd from page 6)

INVESTMENTS

IT'S OUR NO NAME
FAMOUS

"With my Free

learn the -importance of
maintaining the conservation of our birds of
prey," the proclamation
stated.
There are 50 birds of
prey found in the United
States. Black explained.
with the bald eagle being the most wellknown
Sixth-grade student and teachers at East
Elementary School, accompanied by Black
and School Principal
Jim Feltner have.
scheduled a field trip to
Woodland Nature
Center at TVA in conjunction with National
Birds of Prey Conservation Week.
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Carolina Stoves
AP.
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Savo Up To $

150

200 E. Main
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OVC honors Schreckengost;
Murray State climbs to No.3

LINEMAN AWARD - Murray State tackle Colby Schreckengost (71) protects his quarterbagk Kevin
Sisk (18) during a pass ploy in Saturday's home victory over Southwest Missouri. Because of his blocking grade of 86 percent in the 33-20 MSU victory, Schreckengost was honored by the Ohio Valley Conference as the Offensive Lineman of the Week.Schreckengost is a 6-3, 295-pound junior from New Kensington, Penn.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For the seventh time this season Murray State
has claimed one of the weekly Ohio Valley Conference player awards. The Racer football team
has also climbed another notch in the Division
1-AA national poll from fourth place to a lofty
third.
This week's selection for Offensive Lineman of
the Week is MSU strong tackle Colby "Big
Cheese" Schreckengost, who was a vital part of
Murray's 33-20 winning effort over Southwest
Missouri on Saturday.
Schreckengost, a junior from New Kensington,
Pa., is by far the biggest winner from the Racer
roster yet. At 6-3, 295-pounds, Schreckengost Is
living proof that mountains can be made from
molehills.
Against Southwest Missouri, the Racer tackle
graded 86 percent which included a collegiate
career-high seven knockdowns."That's the most
he's ever had in a single game - probably the
most he's ever had in his life," said MSU Line
Coach Mark Thomas who has had three of his
linemen earn the conference award this season.
"This is the third week in a row that Colby's
had a good game and last week he was
nominated, but didn't get it," Thomas said.
In the season opener against Louisville,
Schreckengost injured one of his hands and it has
taken him several weeks to recover completely.
Against Southwest and Tennessee Tech and
Morehead the pait three weeks, the mammoth
pillar of the Murray trenches has shown little
sign of his injury.
In fact, Schreskengost and the entire Murray
line have played well enough to make the MSU
offense one of the most effective scoring units in
Division 1-AA football.
Because of his size and strength and an equal
amount of desire, *chreckengost was a major
college prospect out of high school, but in the end
the big schools overlooked him. He made official
visits to the 'Big Three' near his Pennsylvania
stomping grounds including Penn State, Pitt-

Three routes established for Autumn Gold Run
Approximately 80 runThe event marks local until 10:40 a.m. for the
ners, including one 79
observance of the 14th runs:
years of age have preRunning and Fitness
The 10-K run, starting
registered for MurrayDay of the American at 9 a.m. - Doran to
Calloway
County
Running and Fitness Holiday; Holiday to
Hospital's first Autumn
Association. Today, Parklane; Parklane to
G91d. Run.. scheduled for
there are an estimated 35 Melrose; Melrose to BelSaturday, Oct. 13, beginmillion runners of both mont;'Belmont to 16th
ning at 9 a.m. from Mursexes and all ages cross Street; 16th/Wiswell to
ray High School.
the country. Weekend Doran;
to
Doran
Participants will be in
races and "fun runs" are Gatesborough;
one of 11 age groups, runstaged in nearly every Gatesborough to Edinning one or more of three"
community as the borough; Edinborough to
distances
popularity of running as Johnnie
10
Robertson;
kilometers, or 6.2 miles;
a fitness activity con- Jolumie Robertson to
5 kilometers, or 3.1
steady
tinues
and Wiswell, Wiswell to
miles: --and a Fun
sometimes spectacular Doran; and Doran to the
Run/Walk of one mile. In
growth.
finish line at Murray
addition to the top male awards will be given in
Saturday. the Murray High School.
and female finishers in each age category for -runners will be ugiVii the
The 5-K run, starting
the two longer distances, both men and women.
following streets from 9 at 10 a.m. - Doran to

Gatesborough;
them along, and, if they
Gatesborough to Doran; would like, to have water
Doran to Melrose; hoses and cups available
Melrose to Parklane; to give them water if
Parklane to Catalina; needed. Motorists in the
Catalina to Keenkuid ; run areas during the
Keenland to Magnolia; times of the events are
Magnolia to Doran and urged to be aware of the
Doran to the finish line at runners and to give them
the high school.
every courtesy.
From 8 until 11 a.m.
There is an entry fee of
the day Of the race, $8 for each run, and runDoran Road will be clos- ners may register up to
ed from Sycamore to 8:30 a.m.for the 10-K and
Holiday Drive. The one- 5-K runs the day of the
mile run also will take race and up to 10 a.m. for
place in this area from the Fun Run/Walk.
10:30 to 10:45 a.m.
Proceeds from the run
Murrayans
living will go to the hospital
along the runners' routes Health Promotions
are encouraged to cheer Department.

Kentucky-LSU game to be televised

urray Civitan eh,
****
THE MURIRAY CIVITAN CLUB
AND BLACK WOODS PRESENT

YOU

MAY BE THE STAR OR TOMORROW!
REALIZE YOUR DREAM

1st PLACE PP)71
52,000.00 Gift Certificate toward a Recording Contract with Major
Record Lobel. National Radio Promotions and Record Distribution.
2nd PLACE PRIZE
51,500,00 Gift Certificate toward a Recording Contract with Major
Record Label. National Radio Promotions and Record Distribution.
3rd PLACE PRIZE
51,000.00 Gift Certificate toward a Recording Contract with Major
Record Label. Notional Radio Promotions and Record Distribution.
DATE. Dec. 1, 1984 TIME: 5:00 p.m. PLACE: Calloway Co. High School
Registration Entry Fee 525.00 Per Artist
At SU
IN PERSONWW6flicrerfdrcivood,

Ql(ffirer

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API - ABC has decided to televise Kentucky's Oct. 20
Southeastern Conference football game
with Louisiana State,
and it's OK with officials at Keeneland
Race Course, Athletic
Director Cliff Hagan
says.
The kickoff at Commonwealth Stadium
was moved from 7:30
p.m. to 3:50 to accommodate the regional
broadcast. That conflicts with Keeneland's
1:30 post time, but
Hagan and Keeneland
Association President
Ted Bassett iaid Mon.
day that football fans

will be able to catch a
few races before going
to the stadium.
The university traditionally schedules
games during
Keeneland's fall meet at
night to avoid conflicts.
"It obviously means a
lot of money to them."
said Keeneland
spokesman Jim
Williams. "You really
can't blame them."
• He said the game will
probably hurt attendance and handle at the
track, and added that
the school notified
Keeneland as soon as
the time was changed.

among all 10 SEC
schools.
"This is a great opportunity to recoup TV
revenue at a time when
everyone is predicting it
is on the decline,"
Hagan said. "We have
an obligation to the conference because we
-share in the pot when
other teams in the
league appear on
television."
Al Michaels, Lee
Grosscup and Lynn
Swan are the
announcers.
Kentucky, 4-0 and
ranked 19th in The
Associated Press college football polls,
The TV payoff of travels to Mississippi
y40,000 will be split State Saturday.

SPIRIT
PICNIC

NCAA Division 1-AA Poll
1. Indiana State (4) (5-0-0)
2. Holy Cross (4-0-0)
3. Murray State (5-0-0)
4. Alcorn State (4-0-0)
5. Boston University (5-0-0)
6. Furman (S.C.) (4-1-0)
7. Tennessee State (5-0-0)
S. Middle Tennessee (5-0-0)
9. Arkansas State (4-2-0)
10. McNeese (La.) State (4-1-0)
11. Northeast Louisiana (4-1-0)
12. Colgate (N.Y.) (3-1-0)
13. East Tennessee State (4-1-0)
14. Rhode Island (5-1-0)
15. Boise State (3-2-0)
16. Lehigh (Pa.) (4-1-0)
17. Georgia Southern (5-1-0)
18. New Hampshire (4-1-0)
19. Western Carolina (4-2-0)
20. Tennessee-Chattanooga (3-2-0)

80
76
72
66
64
57
56
48
47
46
40
36
29
27
22
20
17
15
8
6

sburgh and West Virginia.
But the major colleges thought he was a step
too slow and the Racers were more than glad to
accept a lineman of his capabilities.
-You have to remember," said Thomas, who
recruited Schreckengost through a coaching connection, "Colby is a big boy down here, but up
there around Pittsburgh they've got a lot of guys
his size. The year we got him, Pittsburgh only
signed 14 and they got a little choosey towards
the ehd. In Colby's case, I think they were very
wrong in overlooking him."
Despite his oppressive size, Schreckengost is a
direct contrast to the .'bii dummy' lineman image. A radio and television major, he carries a
3.0 grade point average.
Besides doing well in the classroom,
Schreckengost has been one of the Racers most
dependable linemen. As thekstrong-side tackle,
he is responsible for many of the power plays
featuring the running attacks of tailback Willie
Cannon and fullback Bill Bird.
Accoraing to Themes, 1nj300 plays this season
Schreckengost has missed'only one assignment.
LastIveek against the Bears he averaged his 86
percent in 57 plays.
"He's our power tackle and we run $almost
everything right at his side," Thomas said.
One player who has been the most consistent
MSU lineman but who has been consistently
overlooked in the weekly honor system, has been
Racer center Tim Bills. The 6-2, 250-pound
sophomore was leading the team's RBI chart for
big plays during a game up until this week when
tackle Jeff Ulmer overtook him by one notch.
"Tim's been one or two points shy of the winner each week in grading average," said
Thomas who pointed out that Bills graded 84 percent against Southwest.
• • •
Besides Schreckengost, six other Murray
players have won the OVC awards this year. Bill
Bird was co-rookie and cornerback Ralph Robinson was defensive player against Louisville;
guard Charlie Wiles was offensive lineman
against Southeast Missouri; defensive end Dan
Coleman was defensive player and tackle Jeff
Ulmer was offensive lineman against Tennessee
Tech; and quarterback Kevin Sisk was offensive
player against Morehead State-two weeks ago.
• •
The other OVC awards winners this week are
Austin Peay tailback Floyd Jones and Middle
Tennessee linebacker Randy Carr selected offensive and defensive players of the week.
Jones, a 5-foot-8, 165-pound senior, rushed 15
times for 154 yards, including a 63-yard scoring
run on his first carry, in,the Governors' 21-14 victory over Morehead State.
Carr, a.6-0, 210-pound senior, led the Middle
Tennessee defense during a 22-10 victory over
three-time defending OVC champion Eastern
Kentucky. Carr was in on 14 tackles.
Youngstown State quarterback Trenton Lykes
was selected the league's rookie of the week.
Lykes, a 6-0, 175-pound fresiunan,_ hit 13 of 18
passes for 169 yards and three touchdowns and
rushed eight times for 39 yards as the Penguins
routed Tennessee Tech 51-0.

NCAA Divion 1-A poll
The Top Twenty teams In the
Associated Press college football
poll. with first-place votes in parentheses, 1984 records, total points
based on 20.19-18.17.16.15.1413-12.11-10-9.8-7-64-4-3-2.1 and rank In the previous poll'
Record Pt. Pvs
1.Texas 1561
3-0-0 1.170 1
2 Washington III
5-0-0 1.949
!Oklahoma(1)
4-0-0 1,038 5
4.BostonColleg (2), 3-0-0 1,026 4
6.Brigham Young
5-0-0 932 7
esIt1
ii.Nettraaka

7.3o. Methodist
8.0hio State
9.Florlda State
10.114lamI. Fla.
II.Penn State
12.LSU
15 Oklahoma St.
14 Purdue
15 Georgia
16 Auburn
17.So. Carolina
18.Florida
19.Kentucky
20.0ectryla Tech

3.042
4-1-0
4-0.1
5-2-0
4-1-0
1-0-1
4-1-0
4-1-0
3-1-0
3-2-0
4-0-0
3-1-1
4-0-0
3-1-0

807 10
690 2
646 6
605 14
566 11
567 15
469 9
360 317 20
278 IS
264 167 156 101 12

Saturday, October 13
11:30 a.m. behind
Roy Stewart Stadium.

DATE: Dec. 1. 1984 TIME: 8:00 p.m. PLACE: Calloway Co. High School Gymnasium
Sponsored by Murray Civitian Club to gain funds to help purchase a von for the
local W.A T.C.H. Center for mentally and physically handicapped. For entry
forms Of additional information contact: Mr. Larry Dunn 1710 West Olive,
Murray Ky. 42071 or telephom• contacts at 1 507 753 6224 or 1 502 753 3924
or 1 502 753 4720
Children Under 12 Free
55.00 Donation At Door

Come join the excitement as the
Murray State Racers host the Blue
Raiders from Middle Tennessee.
Kickoff is 1:30 p.m. Hot dogs and
drinks will be available or bring your
14
own picnic.

P

,
4 1979 Chevrolet Malibu 1,
94 Door, Automatic, Air, Power Steer4ing, Power Brakes.
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Detroit vs San Diego
matches contrasts
and common threads
By BRUCE Lowrrr
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — It is a matchup both of
contrasts — tradition vs. expansion — and common threads binding the San Diego Padres and
Detroit Tigers.
And it wasn't even supposed to start here.
Chicago was all charged up for its first World
Series in 25 years, perhaps the Cubs' first world
championship in 76.
But in a most improbable of comebacks, the
Padres, only 15 years old, won the final three
games in the National League's best-of-five
playoffs and now find themselves ...hosting
tonight's opening game of their first World
Series.
In Chicago, where waiting for next year has
become a family tradition, handed down from
generation to generation, a psychiatrist and
Cubs fan, Helene Starr, was quoted as saying of
the Padres: "I don't want you to think I'm bitter,
but let me say this. . . I hope the Tigers squash
them, eat them up and spit them out. I hate the

Padres! I hate the name Padres! Their colors
stink, too!"
Their colors are those of autumn, brown and
gold, but in Southern California, autumn is only a
word, not a season. It is forever sunny, warm
and green. Not a bit like Detroit, the very
essence of fall — cool, crisp and rich in World
Series tradition.
Eight times previously, the Tigers have participated in this fall classic, winning three of
them, most recently in 1968. The names, too, ring
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Player In the NL Championship Series against
the Cubs, who nearly outbid San Diego for his
services in the free-agent market before the 1983
Beason.
— Third baseman Graig Nettles, the still-slick
fielder with the occasional lightning in his bat
(seven home runs in six consecutive games in
August) was acquired in trade from the New
York Yankees.
— Relief pitcher Rich "Cootie" Gossage, the
stopper out of the bullpen (25 saves) the Padres
had so sorely missed, was signed out of free
agency when he tired of Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner's meddling.
Less traveled than Williams but equally successful is Detroit's manager, Sparky Anderson.
He directed the Cincinnati Reds, the Big Red
Machine, to world championships in 1975 and
1976, then was stunned by his dismissal after the
1978 season. He warhired by the Tigers midway
in 1979.
Like Williams, Anderson also shopped around
to pick up the few missing cogs for his new
machine, among them:
— Relief pitcher Willie Hernandez, obtained
from Philadelphia, last year's NL champs.
— Third baseman Darrell Evans, the San
Francisco Giants' MVP in 1983.
— Centerfielder Chet Lemon, acquired from
the Chicago White Sox.
Jack Morris (19-11) will open the World Series
for Detroit against Mark Thurmond. For the
Padres during the season, Thurmond was 14-8.

:

••

•

of tradition — Ty Cobb, Charlie Gehringer,
Mickey Cochrane, Hank Greenberg, Al KaUne...
And in San Diego, major league baseball tradition is, well, nonexistent. In fact, for a while a
decade ago, major league baseball here almost
was nonexistent. C. Arnholt Smith, then the
owner of the Padres, was on the verge of selling
the franchise, which was to be moved to
Washington, D.C.
Instead, he sold it to the late Ray Kroc, the
hamburger king, founder of McDonald's, a
pioneer in fast-food franchising.
This, incidentally, is being called the fast-food
series matching McDonald's against Domino's
Pizza, a nationwide chain owned by Tom
Monaghan, who bought the Tigers after the 1983
season.
Kroc, who in his early years as the team's
owner was perhaps best known for grabbing a
stadium microphone, apologizing to the fans for
the club's performance and berating hie players,
went about the business the past few years of finding the right parts to the puzzle.
The pivotal one was Dick Williams, a manager
with winning credentials in Boston, Oakland and
Montreal.
And Jack McKeon, vice president for baseball
operations, went about spending Kroc's money
for the rest of the pieces, among them:
— First baseman Steve Garvey, for years the
All-American boy up the coast with the Los
Angeles Dodgers who led the team with 86 runs
batted in. He was the Padres' Most Valuable

TUESDAY,ocromit 9, 10191.
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- SCOREBOARD
FIRST ACE — Dr. Tim Miller, second from
right, scored his first hole-in-one recently at the
Murray Country Club. Miller, a certified public
accountant and a professor of accounting at Murray State, recorded his single-stroke gem last
Friday on the 155-yard second hole at MCC.
Miller's 8-iron shot hit just in front of the pin,
bounced twice and rolled into the cup. He went on
to post a 3-under-par 33 on the front nine and
scored a one-under-par 71 for the day. Witness. ing his memorable shot were (from left) Johnny
Prichard, Jim Berry, and Bill Seale. Also playing with the foursome were Billy Thurman and
Bill Fandrich.

Don't ban boxing: reinforce regulations
An AP Sports Analysis
By EDSCHUYLER JR.
,AP Sports Writer
The call to ban boxing
has grown louder
recently, especially in
medical circles, with
the disclosure that
Muhammad Ah suffers
from neurological
disease, .which falls
under the umbrella of
Parkinsonism.
It is a call as old as
boxing, and the strength
of it has waxed and waned over the years.
Boxing is repugnant
to some people. But it is

not likely to be banned,
at least not in the
forseeable future, until
it becomes the kind of
political issue that
would made legislators
want to act against it.
Here are some ideas'
people who care about
the sport and its participants have about
how the sport can be
improved.
GOVERNMENT — It
is good to see that a
state boxing commission recently was appointed in Florida,
where a hodge-podge of

Murray runners compete
in Fulton Banana 10K run
Karl Wuest who placed
secona in tne men's
50-over' bracket with a
time of 45:06.
Jane Arnold won the
women's 50-over division with a 45:04 and
Eva King won the
women's 30-39 division
with a 44:32.
Patty Alvey placed
third in women's 30-39
with a personal record
of 50:01. Other personal
records were set by
Fred Shelton, 46:17;
Sandy Cantrell, 52:00;
LAS VEGAS, Nev. and Brenda Willoughby,
(AP) — Nevada 54:21.
Kent Forrester and
bookmakers, having
escaped a $3 million -Chuck Wynn also ran
drubbing with the stun- with times of 40:06 and
ning comeback victory 44:43, respectively.
by the San Diego
Padres over the
Chicago Cubs in the National League playoffs,
have made the Detroit
Tigers 8-5 favorites in
the World Series.
Several Murray runners battled the
elements Saturday to
score victories or personal records in the
Fulton, Ky., Banana
Festival 10K Run.
In a driving rain, Ron
Wuest crossed the finish
line to win the 40-49 age
group with a 38:00 clocking. The field of about 80
runners also featured

local commissions tions in this country.
GLOVES — Only
operated for years.
Local commissions thumbless gloves should
often are appointed be used. These are comwhen a fight is made plaints that they cause
and don't have the hand injuries. But
resources or often the thumbless gloves are
Inclination to do a corn- being improved, and,
petent job. Boxing besides, a hand injury is
should be allowed in better than a detached
states only where there retina.
WEIGHT — A lot of
are state commissions.
There is support for a fighters force
federal boxing commis- themselves to make a
sion, which, hopefully, weight limit lower than
wouldn't become a their natural weight in
bureaucratic order to get a goodnightmare. But if such a money fight or a title
commission does not shot. This practice often
come into being, the ex- leads to dehydration,
istence of only state which puts the fighter in
commissions might danger late in a bout.
There should be two
make it possible for a
federal commissioner weigh-ins, one five days
or a federal boxing of- before the fight. If a
fice to oversee and coor- fighter is a certain
dinate boxing opera- number of pounds over

I. 1000 p.m.
Cell Murray CebiesvIslow
733-3005

LCS and

World Series Glance
LeagueChampionship Series
All Times EDT
Tuesday, October 2
Chicago 13. San Diego 0
Detroit S. Kansas City 1
Wednesday, October 3
Chicago 4, San Diego 2
Detroit 5, Kansas City 3. 11
innings
.
Thursday, October 4
San Diego 7, Chicago 1
Friday, October 5
Detroit I, Kansas City 0, Detroit
wins series 3-0
SatUrClay, October 6
San Diego 7, Chicago 5
Sunday. October 7
San Diego 6. Chicago 3, San Diego
wins series 3-2
• • •
World Series
Tuesday,October 9
Detroit (Morris 19-11, at San
Diego imurmond 148 ), 8-35 p.m

Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm ts mere

Stat. Sat,ta.t14.1 autorno0.01 .as..0ant•
'.5.
,
.,100p.c.onlon tan.,

.

Wednesday, October 10
Detroit i Petry 18 Pi at San Diego
i Whitson 14 8 8 25 p m
Friday. October 12
San Diego 'Lollar 11-13i at
Detroit (Wilcox 17-8 A'351) m
Saturday, October 13
San Diego at Detroit, 1 - 30 p.m

Sunday Ortnber 14
San Diego at Detroit. 4 45 p.m if
necessary
Tuesday, October 16
Detroit at San Diego, 6-25 pm If
necessary
Wednesday,October 17
Ihttrolt at San [ego, 5 25 pm
'necessary

Sports Transactions
Monday's Sports Transactions
BASEBALL
National League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES Renewed their contract Pith
Hawaii, their class AAA affiliate of
the.Pacific Coast League
SAN DIEGO PADRES - Placed
Ron Ftoenicke. outfielder, on their

for the World Series
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
'DALLAS MAVERICKS - Signed
Terence Stansbury. guard. to a
four year contract
*KANSAS CITY KINGS
Carl Henry and Lowes Moore
guards
roster

National League Football
National Football League
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PP
6

Miamt

0

4 2
4 2
2 4
0 6
Central
3 3
1 5
1 5
0 4
West
5 1
5 1
4 2
4 2

New England
N Y Jets
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
-Cleveland
Houston
Denver
L. A Raiders
San Diego
Seattle
Kansas City

Central

0
0
0
0

667
.667
333
000

121
149
127
101

PA
83
131
130
174
165

0
0
0
0

500
167
167
000

129
106
73
72

136
155
114
172

0
0
0
0

833 106

78

0

1 000 196

833 148 101
667 181 143
667 159 104
Soo no

115

'
I
I 3
rence
National C.orite
East
4 2 0
4 2 0
3 3 0
3 3 0
2 1 0

Dallas
Washington
N.Y. Giants

St. Louis
Phlladelphia

.667 113 109
.667 159 103
500 109 142
154
5017.
99 126
_339

Chicago
Tampa Bay
Minnesota •
Detroit
Green Bay

4

2

3
2
1
i

3
4
5
5

0
0
0
0
0

667 113

89
143
164
ins
167 99 144

SOO 123
333 129
167 130

West
6 0 0 1 000 163
3 3 0
500 157 134
3 3 0
50l32.
11 3 3 0
500 133 13:
Monday's Game'
San Francisco 31, New York Giants 10 •
Sunday. Oct. 14
Chicago at St. Louis
Cincinnati at New England
Indianapolis at Philadelphia
•
Houston at Mlarni
Los Angeles Rams at New Orleans
Atlanta
Giants
at
New York
New York Jets at Cleveland
San Diego at Kansas City
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Buffalo at Seattle
Dallas at Washington
Minnesota at Los Angeles Raiders
(Pittsburgh at San Francisco
Monday, Oct. 15
Green Bay at Denver

San Francisco
Atlanta
I. A. Rams
New Orleans

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

524 Main

26-1067

On Case Lawn/Garden Tractors
Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benel its ot Case
exclusive hydraulic drive - buy
your Case tractor now during our
Spring Sato and let all you ran
get

in tr,n

..WINO al AAP APIIIImealdmi POI VI
1,
Room*. elkearefeissa eleery sioness
avisfte 81.101•0••••...
1320000•
Case price ot tractor and Tower
Down payment OS% rasa and's,-

BLACKFORD
HOUff
GEERY
418 Main
753-8301

,,,,, •
•r

Major League Baseball Playoffs

59900

Everything
Drastically
Reduced

Oct. 10th
11:30 a.m.

C.

!Health In ItLY
'TIT4 late Farm'245g

SAVE $400 TODAY ON -A
TRS-8 MODEL 4 COMPUTER

Briefly

GOING
OUT OF
BUSINESS

the class weight limit at
the first weigh-in, the
fight should be postponed or cancelled.
TIME LIMITS —
When a fighter is knocked out, he should not be
allowed to return to the
gym for 45 days, and not
without first being examined by the commission, and he should not
be allowed to fight for a
total of 60 days after the
knockout.
No fighter should be
allowed to fight after
age 35, except at the
discretion of the commission and following a
stringent physical
examination.
Some of these suggestions are rules in some
states. They should be
standard — and they
should be enforced.

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Amovnt lob.tinanced
Num°5,Si payments
Sciesseciane wohthhe
•
Monthly oar-8.-Total paymenis
Fonanc• Charge ia90 Oro,

$ 80000
4240000
-_

Was $999 in Our 1984 Catalog
AS LOW AS
'15PER
MONTH
•Learn to Write Your Own
Computer Programs in BASIC
(learner's manual Included)
•Cassette Software Available
for Educatibn, Games, Graphics,
Budgeting, Word Processing
and Much More
otit
Jn
•Self-Contained Desiliga
Features
Memory
,1
Numeric
Mintwr_

••••I•Or •••••
Ye.*••• at
•
ammo,
*
al,
I •••• •••••• 1•••••
•••
•
IM•••
/1•••••••••••••
•••••
.M•
mi. •••
1•••••

•••••

•••••• Mi.
•
•••
a ••

as
seenon TV

t2t79

I 37992

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Refailer
isse - seas

:jneCtetcKeel Eqvipoont Co.
iwo
\,
MANN - SNP

- 7181 14.
599

Check Your Phone
• Book for the Radio/hat*Store or Dealer Nearest You
COLine •worries merit of Citicorp
A ONISKIN o TANDY COPPORATION

PISCES APPLY AT RA010 SHACK COMPUTER CENTERTAND PARTICIPATING COMES ANIITIEALERS
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Queen begins holiday by watching parade of stallions
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — Queen
Elizabeth II got right to
business on her
horsewoman's holiday
in the Kentucky
Bluegrass, appraising a
parade of stallions at
one of the renowned
thoroughbred breeding
establishments that dot
the region.
And though her visits
to the area's gently rolling, neatly fenced stud
farms this week are being kept private, she did
schedule a 10-minute
photo session today during an inspection of
mares at the 1,400-acre
spread of her hosts,
William S. Farish III
and his wife, Sarah.

Charles V.• Anson, a to Lord Henry Pot*,
Brittsh Embassy cheater, her racing
spokesman, said the manager.
"She is very much enqueen would view the
mares in a walking ring joying her time here,"
at Lane's End Farm's her press secretary,
The Michael Shea, said in a
yearling barn.
mares will be led from Monday press briefing.
the yearling barn "This morning she was
around the ring and shown over a lot of Mr.
back again" as Farish's farm."
Some of the tour was
Elizabeth looks on, he
on foot, Shea said. She
said Monday.
The queen has three prefers to walk
horse farms of her own, everywhere. She is, as is
owns 23 broodmares and very well known, a
has 25 horses in training great walker."
It was the queen's
and racing under the
royal silks. She planned first visit to Kentucky,
to spend most of her 5A2 and Shea said, "I don't
days in Kentucky ex- think she can help but be
amining stallions for impressed by the
possible breeding to her scenery she saw."
Elizabeth had lunch at
broodlnares, according

the Farish's farm near
Versailles and then
went to Walmac Farm
near Lexington, owned
by Farish and John T.L.
Jones"Jr.
There, the stallions
Alleged, Arctic Tern,
Diamond Show,
Fluorescent Light,
Lines of Power,
Niswaki, Monteverdi,
Nureyev and Sportin'
Life were led out for her
inspection.
"Lord Porchester
said it was true, she certainly shows her expertise in terms of the questions she asks," Shea
said. "They are
technical questions that
mean zero to me."
Porchesar haS

described how the queen
enjoys doing her own
bloodlian expert on
pedigrees, and she
reads a race better than
most owners."
Porchester and Sir
Michael Oswald, the
royal stallion manager,
who compiled a list of 50
to 60 stallions for
Elizabeth to examine on
her Kentucky visit, had
dinner at the Farish's
Sunday night and briefed her on the ones she
saw Monday.
The queen plans to
visit 10 to 12
thoroughbred farms, including Claiborne,
Spendthrift, Gainesway
and Darby Dan, where
her mare Round Tower

has a foal by Roberto
and is in foal to Little
Current.
Triple Crown winners
Secretariat, Affirmed
and Seattle Slew are
among the stallions she
Is likely to see, along
with other prominent
thoroughbreds such as
Alydar, Spectacular Bid
and Devil's Bag, the
early favorite for the
1984 Kentucky Derby
until he had to retire
with an injured knee.
"She'll be seeing all
the obvious ones," Porchester said, including
any stallion with the
blood of the great Northern Dancer, who
stands in Maryland.
Her visit is private ex-

Days immersed in the
cept for an appearance
Thursday at Keeneland technicalities of conforRace Course, where she mation and bloodlines
will present the trophy
and quiet evenings at
for a race named in her
the Farish's appear to
honor, and she iS
avoiding the lavish par- agree with her majesty,
ties common among the Shea said. "She is
managing to relax."
wealthy breeders.

Alabama sets record
by third recognition
as top entertainers
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Alabama's
bouncy fiddle music and
soft love songs won the
group a . record third
entertainer of the year
award, and guitarist
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YOU'LL RATE HIGH
WITH US

Dean,
(

By Abigail

914

Van Buren

ii.

10.45%

6
Month
Certificate
$2500 Minimum

10.90%

18

Month
Certificate

Annual 1 ield
11.61152%

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

F

Annual Yield
11.4589%

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

,
30
Month
Certificate

10A 951

.
nn ual Yield
d
11.7418%

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

HOME fill
FEDERAL

•ubmiintial penally required
fur earl) *ithdeswid.

12th & Main St.

Parents Carry to Their Grave
Their Grudge Against Daughter

10.70%_ l. Year
Certificate

Member FSLIC

Murray, Ky.

759-1630

C 1044 Lwow Fee..SH".d.** 1".c

FORTUNE
COOKIE

I'VE ADDED LUPITE
RICE TO YOUR PIET

DEAR ABBY., I am sitting here
brokenhearted over a problem that
could have been resolved years ago.
My father died last week;my mother
died a year ago. Although we were,
very slose when I was younger,they
stopped speaking to me six years
ago when I decided to live with my
boyfriend, whom I have since married.
When I first told my parents I was
moving in with my boyfriend, they
called me "slut, tramp" and a few
other names you Can't print.
I was over 21 and wasn't hurting
myself or anybody else, but after
this move, they wanted nothing
more to do with me: When I invited
them to my wedding, they didn't
even respond.
Now that they are gone, I feel
angry and bitter that they could let
this one difference come between us
forever. They,missed the opportunity of sharing their lives with me,
my husband and our son.
Why am I writing? Because I hope
you will print this as a plea to other
parents who feel the way mine did
about living together. Please, parents, don't lock your children out of
your lives because their ideas differ
from yours.
NO NAME,PLEASE
....

I filed my application, and within
days, a match was made! (My
daughter had filed with• Soundex
Registry, too.) I have spoken with
her on the phone, and we made
plans to meet in the near future. I
am still recovering from the incredible experience. Thank you for making it possible!
KATHERINE C.
IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR KATHERINE: I share
your joy. I want to repeat, however, that minors may register
with Soundex, but until they are
18, they may not be matched
with their birth parents. And
only if their parents have also
registered with Soundex can a
match be made. I am rn full
agreement that birth parents
and adoptees should be able to
meet, but only when it is mutually agreeable.

DEAR ABBY: Poems fascinate
me, so I dip and keep them. I just
came across this one from your
column. It's at least six or seven
years old. If you agree that it's still
appropriate, I hope you'll run it.
Thanks, Abby.
ADA M. WHITMAftSH,
DEAR NO NAME:Here's your
BINGHAMPTON, N.Y.
letter. I'm sure many parents
will identify with it. My mail
DEAR ADA: Here it is:
tells me that although most parents disapprove of "living toDEAR ABBY: My name is Steve
gether," they accept it rather
Zondlak and I am 12. I wrote a
than lose their children.
poem. If you like it, you may keep it.

L
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34 Cook in hot fat
36 Chemical
1 Pound down
compound
5 Torrid
38 Vessel
8 Repast
39 Comfort
12 Century plant
41 Transaction
13Th.self
43 Country of
14 European
Europe
capital
45 Walk on
15 Climbing device 48 More difficult
17 Be unsteady
50 Mexican shawl
19 Choice part
51 Girl's name
20 Make amends
52 Be In debt
21 Narrow opening 54 Greek mountain
23 Halt
55 Untidy condition
24 Make a choice
56 Condensed
26 Harvests
moisture
28 Secret agent
57 Tobacco:
31 Note of scale
colloq.
32 Beverage
33 Concerning
DOWN
.,ACROSS

o-9

0 LI

WHA.44

WELL,FM
LEAVING
IT HERE

I PACKEV THE
MICROWAVE
FOR OUR
PICNIC

1
1 1110
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GOD'S SHELTER
Let's make a bomb of love and
DEAR ABBY: Recently you printed a letter from a 14-year-old adoptee, prayer,
For takeoff fuel, lees use God's
asking how to contact one's birth
parents. You advised him to register air.
Let's send it out for all to share
with International Soundex Reunion
Our plea against nuclear despair.
Registry in Carson City, Nev.
Let's ask the leaders from all
Until I read it in your column,.I
never knew such a service existed. I lands
For peace. And then
have often had a desire to contact
Let's all shake hands! l•
the daughter I placed for adoption
21 years ago.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Soapstone
2 Winglike
3 Unpretentious
4 Foot lever
5 Third person
Mr "

6 King of Bashan
7 Small child
8 Slogan
9 Bars legally
10 Danish measure
II Learning
16 Arabian
chieftain
18 Grain: pl.
22 Plague
23 Haste
24 Away
25 Equality
27 In music, high
29 In favor of
30 Still
35 Longs for
36 Anglo-Saxon
slave
37 Nerve network
38 GratifY
4041Lsaistants
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Chet Atkins- won top instrumentalist for the
seventh time at the 18th
Country Music Association ceremonies.
The award pushed
Alabama past Barbara
Mandrell for most
awards as top entertainer. Miss Mandrel!,
who missed Monday
night's ceremonies
because of injuries sustained in a car accident
but was shown at home
via remote camera, won
entertainer of the year
in 1980 and 1981.
"We don't take entertainer of the year lightly," said Alabama lead
singer Randy Owen.
"We are going to make
plans tomorrow to make
you proud you voted for
us."
Miss Mandrell, Lee
Greenwood, Ronnie
Milsap and the Oak
Ridge Boys were
finalists for the top
honor. The award
prelented at the Grand
Ole Opry house is based
on excellence in all
phases of country
music.
Alabama was
bolstered by the album
"Roll On," which contains the hit singles
"Roll On," "When We
Make Love" and "If
You're Gonna Play in
Texas (You Gotta Have
a Fiddle in the Band)."
Monday night's winners were chosen by the
8,000 singers, musicians, songwriters and
other country music,
professionals who
belong _to the CMA — the
industry's trade
association.
Greenwood, a former
casino dealer who
scored this year with the
hit "God Bless the
USA," was voted top
male vocalist for the second straight year.
A tearful Reba McEntire, who sings hardcore country music,
received a standing ovation when she was
chosen top female
vocalist.
The only double winner was Anne Murray,
who won single of the
year and album of the
year for "A Little Good
News." They were her
first CMA awards after
14 years of trying.
Willie Nelson and
Julio Iglesias were
voted vocal duo of the
year.
The Statlers won
vocal group of the year
for the ninth time, ending Alabama's threeyear hold on the award

Lear jet crashes,
at least two killed
SAN FRANCISCO
-(AP) — A Lear jet
crashed while taking off
and exploded in flames
at San Francisco International Airport on
Monday night, killing at
least two and possibly
as many as five people,
authorities said.
"Apparently the tail
end hit the runway,
causing the explosion
and the dispersal of the
aircraft over a half-mile
radius," said Louis
Turpen, director of the
airport.
Ron Wilson, community affairs director
for the airport, said
preliminary repotts Indicated the plane, owned by Clay Lacy Aviation Inc., of Van Nuys,
Calif., had a two-man
, crew and plated up_at
least three . passengers
at BC 1 "'
whtch handers private
*--"planes.
However,414
spokesman for Lacy
told the Los Angeles
Times the plane carried
only the pilot, co-pilot,
and possibly one
passenger.
4
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Notice

2

HAPPY
FIRST
BIRTHDAY
KIEL
WARD
From Gran
& Daddy Doc.

them
grew
We
ourselves. Big beautiful
hardy Garden "Mums"
$3.95 each.
Hoffman's Nursery
Hwy. 94 East
759-4512
ANTIQUE SHOVr-&
SALE Paducah, Ky's
Exec. Inn Ila.-9p. Oct.
13; lla.-5p. Oct 14 75
Dealers-Adm. $2.

WE TAKE THE CAKE
Bouquets.
Balloon
Gorilla-Grams, Fruit
Baskets & Cakes. Free
Delivery. VISA & M.C.
753-9280
Sure-Flame
Outside Wood
Burning Furnace.
OZARK LOG HOMES
121 Bypass

Notice

Thurman School
of Dance
Enroll Now For
Our Ballroom &
Country-Western
Group Lessons.
Starting Oct. 15
Call 753-5950
Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs.. Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC
Olds-Pont -Cad.-Buick
80-lb. CONCRETE mix$1.85; mortar mix-$2.65.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
T53-2617

NEED A LOGO
A new design for your business
card, store, stationary, etc Individualized drawings done at

Bob's Fish
Market
Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Ky. Lake
Catfish
759-1109
Now $1.60 Lb.
We Accept
Food Stamps

LOVE wicker? Have
your own rickshaw
import party and earn
cash credit for your own
wicker shopping spree.
Call 753-9970.

ROOFING
Call
David
Cathay
For
Free
stlmate
435-4354
After 6 P.M.

4-1140%.

reasonable rate

Call 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

ft.,.

" ARA"
ALTO glass, plate
glass, window glass,
plexiglass and insulated
glass installed. Plus,
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door
glass replaced. Glass
table tops and - mirrors
cut to size and shape.
M&G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Center phone
753-0180.
AVIATION
MAINTENANCE
17-34 year old high
school
diploma
graduates. No experience required.
Must relocate. Call
toll free Mon.-Thurs.,
8
am-3
pm,
1-800-238-5580.

Spouse
Abuse
Hotline
759-4050
Call 753-37 1 1

*11161
1
,14"

•

1111
House and 5 acres, 5 miles from Murray
at Cherry Corners. House has 2 bedrooms
with possible 2 more bedrooms, 2 car
garage, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
wood stein, ceiling fan, and air conditioner stay with house. 3 acres tendable.
$35,000. Phone 753-5807. At night
753-9841.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 342.10
Opened
Today
341.25
Down
.85

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
7.29
Opened
Today
7.23
Down
.06

Coolpliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
Wo buy Gold

& Oiamorid..

Hours: 10 8 Daily, 12 5 Sunday

24. MiSC1111111110US

33. Rooms for Rent
46. Homes for Sale
49 . Used Cars
53 Services Offered
OAK firewood $30 a SLEEPING rooms, ex- 3 BEDROOM,. brick 1970 FORD LTD.
rick, delivered. Call cellent location. Utilities ranch style, 6 miles Loaded, new tires
included. Call 753-5561.
759-1202 after 4:30p.m.
west of Murray on I Runs. Needs motor
PANELING! Paneling! RLEEPING rooms $76 acre. 1 1/2 baths, work, 8250. 1975 Duster
Paneling! $4.75 and up. per month, 1610 Farmer carport, fireplace in- Air, P.S Runs. Good.
24 hr. Service
Mid -South Wholesale Ave. Call 759-4952 be. sert, other extras, $42, 1856. Call 753-4595. Fair
000. Call 762-6330 or 1975
Building, 342 East tween 4ø.m.-10v m
753.9295 (home).
cor CANcs_VTa3-2939.
75971899
wri
Washington; Paris; 642special! Don
2552.
34. Houses for Rent
miss out! Older 3 bedPOOL tables, slate only,
new, used & antique. 2 BEDROOM house in room house with ec- 50. Used Trucks
JOHN Lane back hoe
Custom oak gun town. Newly re- onomical gas heat. 1968 FORD pickup. • service and septic tank
cabinets. Milan Pool decorated. Stove & re- Located on a quiet Short wheel base, V8 pumping. Reasonable
frigerator furnished, street yet easily ac- straight shift. Fair rate. Call 753 8669.
Table Sales 901-686-1177.
to Sycamore. condition,
POULAN chain saws, washer/dryer hook-up. cessible
$350 firm
LEE 45 CARPE?
Owner has reduced this Call
oregon saw chains, 10% No pets. $275 mo. &
435-4578 after 5p.m.
CLEANING. For ail
house
to
$26,500,
as
one
deposit. Call 753-6406.
Files,
mixing
oil,
off.
1971
FORD
Window
14 Want to Buy
your carpet & upholst
of the last good buys of
bar lube, $3.79 gal. Log 3 BEDROOM frame
Van. 6 cylinder, 3USED solid brick. Call splitters, hydraulic and house 1 mile east of the season. Don't waste speed, good body, ery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
another minute, Call
753-1725.
screw type. Splitting town, $200. Children or Century 21, Loretta 11,000. Call 436-5510.
Satisfied references
pets $250. Call 753-0089.
mauls
and
wedges.
1972
CHEVROLET
15. Articles for Sale
Educational
BR house with car- Jobs Realtors at 753- Cheyenne. Automatic,
Year end sale on Gilson
1492 and talk to Pam.
Sal.%
SHINGLES-$18.95 sq.; lawn & garden equip- port. 7 mi. east of
PS, PB, air. Nice. Call
15-lb. felt-$8.00 roll. ment. Hazel lawn & Murray on Hwy 280.. INCOME PROPERTY. 753-8124.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Full or part time.
MUltiple
unit
rental
Mid
-South
$200
a
Wholesale
month.
Deposit &
garden center, 311 Main
siding and Aluminum
68 FORD Ranger
Interviewing prospecBuilding; 342 East St. Hazel, Ky. Call lease required. Call Less than one block pickup. Automatic
trim for all houses. It
tive students for MIA
from campus. Good
Washington; Paris; 642. 492-8147. We sell we 759-1503 after 6 .m.
stops painting.
income. Priced for nice, new paint_ Green
TRUCK DRIVING &
2552.
MOpERN,five-room
trade-we service.
Acres Taller Court_
Jack Glover
DIESEL MECHANIC
BRAND new King wood RIDING lawn mower, 8 house near Murray on quick sale, $35,000 7536406 after 5:00p.m.
5 1 . Campers
stove, $300. Call hp, Rebuilt engine & shaded -lot. Married
SCHOOL. Draw ad753-1873
carburetor, $200. Call couple. References
vanced commission. 759-9739.
1.OR sale: 1974 Tem
Deposit. No pets
GET ready for winter! 753-4595.
FOR SALE
Call 502-826-1611 or
5th wheel camper, 31 ft NEED work on your
size storm SALE on dollhouses etc. $175/month. Call 753long, fully self. trees? Topping, prun
send resume to MTA Stock
BY OWNER:
windows-$21.25 ea. Mid. during Oct. at the 7551.
contained with awnings
ing, shaping, complete
2751 VS 41 N. Box South Wholesale
Country setting,
miniature shop, Reid on all the windows, and rem-oval and roore Cali
50 Henderson, Ky. Building; 342 East land Said Rd. 898-2962.
immaculate
house
large awning over door. BOVER'S TREE
37. Livestock-Supplies
Washington; Paris; 64242420
Call 527-1964.
SEASONED hickory
and 21 acres. ProSERVICE for
ro
2552.
2
REGISTERED
oak, mixed hardwoods,
fessional tree care.
perty is fenced, 52 Boats-Motors
11/15Lra767-71
0 a, queen $30/rick delivered. Holstein Bulls. 1-2 year
753 0338
size, good condition, Min, oreder-2 ricks. Call old and,1-18 month old.
with pole barn and
1977 VINTURE 18 ft. ski SEASONED oak
6
Help Wanted
1100. 2 Pieces of gold John Boyer at 753-0338.
Call 901-232-8677 after
& bass boat. 188 h.p.! firewood Custom split
adequate outside
AIRLINES now hiring. colored carpet, -12x16 SOLID Railroad Ties, $6 5:00p.m.
inboard/outboard. Has Ting, also tree trim
storage. Large
Reservationists, and 8x16. Call 753-0236.
registered
very few hours, $5000. ming Call 753 5476
and up. 753-2905 or 435stewardesses and kELLER gas cook 4343 or 435-4319.
work shop with
AQHA Palomino mare.
Call 502-328-8137,
ground crew positions stove, wooden hamper,
Call 753-0834.
electrical
and
available. Call 14619)- portable B/W T.V. Can WINTER coat for sale, TWO Grey Dappled
53. Services Offered
Aluminum Service Co.
3
womens,
2
mens,
4
hookup.
water
569-6315 for details. 24 be seen at Fox Meadows
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
boys. Good condition, Pbnies. Mare and 1 year
Aluminum and vinyl
B-14.
hrs.
Property is in exold
colt,
$225
or
best
Factory
authorized for
siding. Custom trim
INTERVIEWING for LARGE fireplace in- priced reasonable. Call offer. Call 753-884s
cellent
Tappan,
Kelvinator
and
489-2683.
waitress position day sert. Call 437-4569.
before 9 p.m.
work. References.
Brown. Service on- gas
neighborhood.
shift only. Apply in MOVING. Must sell,
and electric ranges,
Call Will Ed Bailey,
person with resume. like new, 25 Cu. ft.
Serious inquires
microw'aves, dis753.0689.
-Tuesday Oct. 9th be- tiltation 'chest type 26. TV -Radio
only
h washers, re38. Pets-Supplies
tween 2 & 4 p.ria.." at J. freezer. Call 436-2589
frigerators,
etc.
Earl
Quasar
VIM
sale,
FOR
502-474-2755,
2 BEAGLE hunting
Lindamood's, 309 N. after-5.:30p.ni.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- 'SEWING Machine Rerecorder. Excellent
16th.
pair.Al) makes and
after 5:00 PM.
MUST SELL IT! 1 condition, $500. Also, dogs, male & female,
5341.
$20 ea. Must sell. Free
MATURE, Ch stian chliirs. $5. 2 bed box
APPLIANCE SER- modelS fridustrial,
small AM/FM 8-track six month puppy. Call
woman needed to spring, $6 or $4. Super 8
VICE. -Kenmore. home and commercial
stereo, $35. Must sell. 753-1392.
47
Motorcycles
babysit in my' home for automatic movie
W estinghouse. 38 yrs experience. All
Call 753-0834.
3 BEAGLE dogs, 2 are
adorable baby part- camera with film and
82 KAWASAKI 450 Whirlpool. 21 years work guaranteed, Ken
18 months old. Good KDX dirt bike. Call. experience.
time. Call 753-9687,
battery, 1145. Some 27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
Parts and neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
hunters. Call 436-2260.
MONEY. Are you a cann,ing jars, $3.50 a
after 5:00 759-9452.
service. Bobby Hopper. Stella, Ky,
14x52,
2
LIBERTY.
1980
salesperson desirous of box. Much, Much More.
REGISTERED show
Bob's Appliance Ser- WET B-AIEMENT. We
record earnings. Elec- See Mr. Cathey at bedroom, furnished, q uality Tortie 4 9 . Used Cars
vice, 202 S. 5th St. make wet basements
and
dryer,
unwasher
trolux is having a Druthers on Wednesday
Hemalayan, 2 1 / 2
753-4872, 7 5 3 -S8 8 6 dry. Work completely
painting,
AC,
cender
1956
FORD
truck
half
mars old. Call 753-5365.
fantastic price reduc- 10a.m. to Ila.m. or call
guaranteed, Call or
5ton. Runs good. Call I home
tion. designed for a fast on Saturday 11:30a:m. tral gas heat. 753-8825
150 you have dead or write Morgan Con
or
753-4443.
753-4530
after
5:00p.m.
to
12:00p.m.
only
753closer. For a piece of
unwanted trees that struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
$400.
41. Public Sales
6218.
the action call 443-6469.
409A,
28. Mobile Homes tor Rent
1975 FORD Granada. need cutting or trees 42001 or Paducah, Ky
VERY
good
light
NEED babysitter days
call 1 442 7026
PB., P.S., AM/Fm that need topping? Will
and nights. Call maple dinning room 2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
radio. Good condition. also do other clean-up
suite, table and 4 chairs, AC/natural gas. -Shady,
753-8258.
work such as cutting
Call 753-6291.
BAILEY'S FARM
NEED extra cash? decon bench & hutch. Oaks 753-5209.
1976 CUTLASS shrubbery or clean-up
Earn super money, Call 753-3730 after NirE 2 BR trailer for
LUMBER
grov.:n
up
areas.
Free
Supreme,
p.s.,
p.b.,
red.
rent near Murray, no
have fun, make new 4:00p.m.
Fen all your
white interior. Selling estimates Call 437-4607.
pets call 489-2611.
friends. Demonstrate
HOME
out building needs
Wed. & Thurs. because owner wants GENERAL
SMALL trailer in HarToys and Gifts till
stnaller car. Call 435- REPAIR. 15 years ex759-1099
Office Furniture din. Call 437-4569:
Thanksgiving. Samples
p.m.
a.m.-4
9
perience. Carpentry,
4354 after 6 .m.
Corner of Industrial Rd
Partial List: Wood ChipTRAILER for rent. See
are FREE. We train.
concrete,
plumbing.
1976 T•Bir , local, one
502 Blair St.
pendale desk, Credenza
Brandon Dill, Dills
Phone 653-4705, after
owner, low milage car. roofing, siding. NO JOB
and phone stand Very
Trailer Ct.
4p.m. 753-3693.
TO SMALL. Free es- WrLL haul White rock,
nice
Lots of
Call 436-2427.
•
large selection of metal
timates. Days 753-6973. sand, lime, rip rap
and
toys,
1976
VOUKSWAGON.
30.
Business
Rentals
clothes,
desk, chairs, files,
nights 474-2276.
maso.nary sand, coal,
HELP WANTED
New motor, new paint,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
We have positions
tables, bookcases,
household items, $1,900
GENERAL
house
firm price. Call
available for mechanics,
cleaning, carpet clean- Call Roger HudSon,
folding tables, excellent
Mini
and misc. items. 753-0195.
welders. electricians and
ing, floor stripping. 753 4545 or 753 6763.
quality and condition.
1977
CAMARO.
Call
electronics trainees. No exExperienced Lir de- WILL repair and refin
Warehouse
753-0873 after 5:30p.m.
CRYTS USED
perience necessary full
pendable. References. ish Fiberglass boats.
Storage
Space
1977
MONTE
Carlo,
pay while training. Must be
Call after 4p.m Br on Call 436 2292.
OFFICE FURNITURE
4 3 . Real Estate
P.S.,
PB.,
air,
auto17-34 year old high school
weekends 759-4604.
For Rent
1016 Jefferson
matic. 1978 Olds Stardiploma graduate. Must
fire, P.S., PB., autoPaducah 442-4302
753-1492
relocate. Call toll free MonTLC
STROUT
We accept Visa
matic, air. Call 753-9268
Thurs., 8 sm-3 pm.
REALTY
and
We
clean
MasterCharge
after 5 .m.
1-800-238-5580.
STORAGE space for
fop
your
1979 BUICK LeSabre
everything
with
Aprent
downtown.
Lou Ann Phlipot 753-6843
19. Farm Equipment
photographic needs
Limited, all power,
proximately 1,000 sq. ft.
Wayne Wilson 753-5088
TENDER,
LOVIN
CARTER STUDIO
cruise, new tires, cloth
3400 POULAN chain Call 753-8606.
NOW HIRING. Men & saw,
Joe L. Kennon 438-5678
300 MAIN 753 8298
CARE
seats. Excellent condi20" bar. Used 1
1912 Coldwater Road
women needed at once.
32. Apts for Rent
tion, 61,000 miles, $4400
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Carpets DRY
Must be well dressed & season. Call 753-0315
JOE
McKin
(Sonney)
firm. 1977 Lincoln 2-dr
(502) 753-0186
1631 FARMER Ave.
be ready to start work after 6:00 p.m.
cleaned.
New
Town Coupe, all power, ney Appliance Service
ATTENTION
Farmers.
„Anytime
Now
Available,
2
BR
immediately. Ask for
cruise, cloth seats, new All makes and models
JOr L. KENNON
machine,
only
Mr. Wallace at Used parts for your duplex apartment. Untires, 70,000 miles. Ex- (Authorized Service on
Broker
1.901-584-5551 from farm trucks. Available furnished, private
Montgomery
Ward
Ap
one
in
this
area.
cellent
condition,
$3800
at Taylor Bus Sales drive-way & carport.
Licensed & Bonded
9a.m.-5p.m.
pliances). Located at
firm. Call 753-8452.
759-9754
NOW accepting ap- Hwy 641 S., Murray, Married couple. No
1979 FORD Ranger. 4 George Hodge and Son
753-9251.
pets. 1200 per month,
plications for man
Used Furniture Store
759-1834
wheel
drive,
loaded,
$100 deposit. Call 492agers, co-managers and 24. Miscellaneous
rear sliding window, 753-8505 or 492.8704.
44 Lots for Sale
8174.
assistant managers.
rails, V8 400, short
Must have one year 5 GAL. roof coating - 2 BEDROOM duplex, 7 1/2 acres, tobacco wheel
•
•••• IP
••••••
base. $4250. Call ••••••••••
restaurant manage- plastic cement; fiber; 209 S. llth St., $170. 1 BR barn, stock barn with 759-4663.
ment experience and be non-fiber; or roof and & 2 BR rentals, 1628 shop, set up for trailer,
able to relocate if foundation-$10.95. Mid- Miller, $110 & $180, near well. 3 1/2 miles north 1980 FORD Van.
Customized, low mile- •
necessary. Wendy's Old South Wholesale; 342 campus, Call 753-3415.
of Coldwater. $15,000.
age, standard Shift with • CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Fashion Hamburgers, East Washington, 1 BEDROOM, un- Call 489-2546.
over drive, $5,300. Call •
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1111 Chestnut, Murray, Paris; 6,42-2552.
furnished apartment. IDEAL commercial of
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Ky. No phone calls CUSTOM cut 'seasoned No pets. Adults only. & buil-ding in good 753-0195. please.
Lease & deposit. Call locatioa. Lot is 210x335 1982 MERCEDES Benz, • SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
fire wood. Call 436-2758.
300P, Turbo deisel.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
& building has 4500 sq. Owner bought new. •FOOD processor, $10. 2 753-9208 after 4 m.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
diamond rings, 1 or 2 BEDROOM apt. ft. with lots of parking Excellent condition. •KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
small
HELP
$25 ea. Leather blazer near downtown Murray. space. A good invest- Business. Paducah 488- •CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
size 7, $40. Grey cor- Adults only. Call 753- ment for the right 3491, home Mayfield
WANTED
•COMPETITIVE PRICES
person with the right 623-8066.
duroy sports jacket size 4109. 762-6650, 436-2844.
Drop By & Soo
•
TAKING applications ideas! For more in
Appliance Ser- 5, $10. Call 753-1392.
mLWflage. 1977 Dat- •Our Display
for
Section 8. Rent formation call Mary
trailer has dual
sun 810. PS, PB, AT,
viceman. Only LARGE
axle & electric brake, Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 Jane at Century 21 AC. Excellent condiBR.
Apply'
Hilldale
Realtors
Loretta Jobs
Experienced could haul car. Solid
Uon. Call 759-1259
mesh floor, only $1895. Apts., Hardin, Ky. 753-1492
Need Apply. A Call
E
qual
Housing
LOT 4-sale or rent. Call
7 5 3-8 0 7 8
Opportunity.
753-8425.
Permanent Job. 9a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Sat.
2.Notice

* *•
Happy
Birthday
Jill
**

9. Situation Wanted
YEAR old mother of
two wants to babysit
babies.& toddlers. 4 yrs.
experiehce. Has re
ferences. Call 759-1692.
EXPERIENCED
daycare worker will do
babysitting for working
mothers from 6:30a.m
until 5:3011.m. Call 4365420 or 759-1489 after
5:SOo.m.
WILL do housecleaning
Experienced, reliable.
Excellent references.
Call 753-7161.

Stubblefield
Electric

rALL

Posale,

YARD
SALE

•

Paid Vacation.
Paid Sick Days.
753-1586
PAH,T.time help wanted
In local retail store.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040 G.
SS MAIL! $75.015
per hundred! No ex•
perience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.
SALES-money. Men.
women (26 years or
older). Help unuretic
children. Unlimited
leads-travel. Work hard
and make $35,000-$50,
000 a year commission.
Call 800-826-4875 or 800826-4826.
SALARY
COMMISSION
Est On needs local Orson to
represent our world famous
product Irkhis area No exp
necessity',to age limit fall
selling. no
larking on your part Work
from your home or office
Qualified person will be
flown to Fla office for training Must Nive 111.260 I rerungable) cash security to cover
samples and supplies Call
Tom Kelly for details Collect 912-285-1220

ALPINE.

on ands moo=

LID PIONEER
cArk STEREO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

PLANT SALE
Shrubs $2.50 (All One Gal
Houseplants & Cactus
/
1 2 Price
10" Baskets $3.50
(Large Assortment Including Ferns)

Fruit Trees $2.50
Azaleas $1.00 Ea.
Cushion Mums
$1.00 E. " 0
HUTCHENS PLANT FARMS
GREEN HOUSES
Leased Ilk ream won or
linnet Ky. 1r1/1•1 10.01 al
Noe Une he. In Muer. go
,Nies. two 1.8. 9.
SY.'
nos

45. Farms for Sale

xtrwr

farm, 10
fenced, large stock
barn, 2 story block
building. New septic
tank, for trailer hookup, 6 miles from lake off
94 E. Call 759-4754.
t0 ACRE farm, with
small house, several out
buildings, good tobacco
barn and base. Located
on Green Plaine Rd.
Call 753-3802.
18 ACRES, about 2/3
open, 1/3 wooded.
Good 3 bedroom brick
home with basement,
upper 40's. Will con•
alder trade, near Paris.
Call 901-642-7133
46. Homes for Sale
1631 COLLEGE Farm
Rd. 3 BR brick, den,
game room, large kitchen. & utility room.
Refrigerator, washer,' &
dryer included. 2 bloCks
from campus. Phone
.
606-276-3629,• 2 BR house, newly
ae,a.rated inside' and
out, carpeted. Near
spacers, old
schools. .403 South 10th.
By' owner, $19,500. Call
759-4620.
1 BEDROOM house on a
large lot. Living room,
dinning room, kitchen
and utility room, car
port, and 2 storage
buildings. 122.500 Call
492-8492.

PS

Place Your Classified
Across Kentucky
for just

$99
(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words
The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers Throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contact
The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1910
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